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RETURN TO CAMPUS
When students returned to 
campus in fall 2020, they entered 
into a new world of wearing 
masks, social distancing and 
hybrid learning — sometimes 
online, sometimes face to face. To 
help students remember to follow 
public health guidelines, Georgia 
Southern created the "Eagles Do 
Right" campaign, which reminds 
students about masks, hand-
washing and social distancing.
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STUDENTS 
RECOGNIZED 
WITH PRESIDENT’S  
VOLUNTEER 
SERVICE AWARD
Many students in the Parker College of 
Business at Georgia Southern University are 
dedicated community volunteers. Six of them; 
Iyanna Dandrea, Jasmine Alexander, Jayla 
Dubose, Drayton Gilchrist, Kenneth Glover 
and Mary Salter have been awarded the 
President’s Volunteer Service Award for their 
commitment to community service.        
The civil honor bestowed by the U.S. 
president, honors young adult volunteers who 
spend at least 100 hours within a 12-month 
period helping others. The students’ volunteer 
hours were logged through the Office of 
Leadership and Community Engagement 
(OCLE) between February 2019 and 
February 2020. 
“It is an honor to see my contributions to 
the Statesboro community be acknowledged, 
especially on a national platform,” said 
Gilchrist, a senior double major in supply 
chain management and marketing. “This 
proves that I’m on the right track, and I will 
use it as motivation to continue to grow and to 
encourage others who want to do the same.”
Gilchrist’s volunteer work included 
cleaning Georgia Southern’s campus on 
Sundays, assisting at the local food bank and 
handing out flyers with important information 
such as voter registration, mental health and 
financial literacy. Community service has 
always played a large role in his life, he said. 
“Seeing my mother out in our community 
serving food to children and growing 
vegetables to distribute to those who truly 
needed them instilled community service 
in me,” he said. “Another inspiration came 
from my brothers in the Men of Vision and 
Excellence. Seeing their engagement with the 
local community proved that it would be a 
perfect fit for me.”
Recipients of the President’s Volunteer 




Georgia Southern University is gaining its 10th academic college with 
the establishment of the new Honors College. The University System 
of Georgia officially approved the elevation of the University Honors 
Program into the Honors College in November.
“It is a natural progression of success when a university elevates 
their Honors Program to a college — recognizing and expanding 
the opportunities for our highest-achieving students,” said Georgia 
Southern President Kyle Marrero. 
Focusing on professional development, interdisciplinary education 
and global experiences, the Honors College provides enhanced 
learning opportunities, access to smaller classes and enriching 
seminars. Steven Engel, Ph.D., will serve as the dean of the Honors 
College, which is open to students in any major. The new college also 
prioritizes members of the military with a goal of becoming the most 
military-friendly honors college in the nation.
Honors education began at Georgia Southern in 1982, with the 
founding of the Bell Honors Program. The University Honors Program 
was established on the Armstrong campus in 1996 and on the 
Statesboro campus in 1998. Today, the Honors College enrolls more 
than 800 students across both campuses, representing all University 
colleges and academic disciplines. 
certificate, a letter signed by the president of 
the United States and a pin, coin or medallion.
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FORMER FIRST 







RETENTION REACH  
RECORD NUMBERS
Former Georgia first lady Betty Foy Sanders 
has donated a bus to the Betty Foy Sanders 
Department of Art (BFSDoArt) to help 
students access art through travel. For more 
than 50 years, the devoted arts supporter has 
worked behind the scenes to support students 
in the BFSDoArt by providing scholarships, 
equipment and other financial support.
“Mrs. Sanders has a personal understanding 
that an art education extends well beyond 
the classroom,” said Jeff Garland, chair of the 
Betty Foy Sanders Department of Art.
In recent years, art and design students 
have traveled to Art Basel in Miami, the Booth 
Western Art Museum in Cartersville, Georgia, 
and Atlanta’s High Museum of Art, among 
other places. Sanders donated the bus last fall 
but spring trips to museums and shows were 
canceled because of the COVID-19 pandemic.
“Artists understand patience and when the 
time comes to travel again, thanks to Casey 
Stoddard and Daniel Castro, the students 
and faculty in the Betty Foy Sanders 
Department of Art will be doing it in true 
Betty style,” said Garland.
Official fall enrollment at Georgia Southern University rose by 
approximately 3.45% over 2019, thanks to a record-breaking class of 
first-year students. Also contributing is a post-consolidation record-
high 79% retention rate from freshman to sophomore year.
Newly released figures from the University System of Georgia show 
Georgia Southern’s official fall enrollment for 2020 was 26,949, an 
increase from the previous year’s official total of 26,054. The data 
show the increase is attributable to a freshman class of 5,247 students, 
which is a 42% increase over the 2019 freshman class of 3,675 and 
the largest freshman class ever recorded at Georgia Southern, buoyed 
by the largest freshman class recorded at the Armstrong campus in 
Savannah since at least 2012.
Other record highs were recorded when evaluating how many 
students returned for their sophomore year aer their freshman 
year. That rate of 79% last year was up from 78% the year before. 
Additionally, the university’s six-year graduation rate rose to 53.6%, a 
record high rate going as far back as 2010.
“These important measurements, and the growth in our freshman 
class is nothing short of remarkable,” said Georgia Southern President 
Kyle Marrero. “We are very pleased with the final figures for fall 2020. 
This not only shows the result of the work we are doing to attract new 
students, but it also affirms the expanding reputation of the university, 
and the ability of our faculty and staff to prepare students for the next 
chapter in their lives.”
Georgia Southern’s next highest record freshman class enrollment 
was 3,900 in fall of 2018.
The vehicle wrap design, which features 
elements inspired by Sanders’ own 
artwork and the department logo, was a 
collaborative effort by Stoddard, creative 
design director for BFSDoArt, and Castro, a 
graphic design student.
“Our goal was to design something 
that represented the department while 
acknowledging Mrs. Sanders and her 
numerous contributions to the University and 
the department over the years,” Stoddard 
said. “We were really inspired by the crisp, 
colorful intensity of Mrs. Sanders’ most recent 
artwork, her doodles, and we knew we wanted 
to incorporate something like them into our 
design. Daniel did a really amazing job pulling 
everything together and delivered  
something exceptional.”
Sanders, an accomplished artist and native 
of Statesboro, is the founder and curator of 
Georgia Southern’s Betty Foy Sanders Georgia 
Artists Collection, which features the works 
of noted Georgia artists. It is on permanent 
display at the Center for Art & Theatre on the 
Statesboro Campus.
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SOCIOLOGY AND 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
DEPARTMENT HELPS CLOSE  
DIGITAL DIVIDE
The Georgia Southern University Department of Sociology and 
Anthropology is partnering with the Willow Hill Heritage and 
Renaissance Center (WHHRC) in Portal, Georgia, to help families 
in Bulloch County get access to technology and the internet. The 
WHHRC received a $109,420 CARES Act grant from the Institute for 
Museum and Library Services to expand internet access and improve 
educational opportunities for children in the area.
“Families in Bulloch County have the choice of face-to-face or 
virtual school, but that choice is not a real choice for families who 
do not have access to the internet,” said Associate Professor of 
Anthropology, Heidi Altman, Ph.D., who helped prepare the grant. “If 
the family is living in the digital divide, they may not have adequate 
access to the internet at the speeds needed to participate in 
virtual learning.”
Participants will be able to access Wi-Fi service and check out and 
use laptops at an outdoor facility with tables, electricity and fans. 
Georgia Southern student volunteers will assist with checking laptops 
in and out, greeting users, and assisting users with signing into the Wi-
Fi, among other responsibilities. The grant requires documentation of 
user data in order to make sure the program is sustainable.  
“Our anthropology students will collect the anonymous user data, 
compile and analyze it and provide a report back to the WHHRC 
board for inclusion in the grant reporting,” Altman said. “In addition 
to providing necessary data for the grant, this is an opportunity for our 
students to gain hands-on experience working with actual data from 
an applied anthropology project.”
The Department of Sociology and Anthropology has worked 
with WHHRC before helping digitize archives, taking inventory 
of collections and volunteering at events. Altman said she’s happy 
to continue the partnership with the important task of getting 
underserved people the technology they need.
From le to right, Associate Professor of Anthropology, Heidi Altman, Ph.D., and 
students, Angelique Jennings, Miranda Hazelwood, Mpume Hlophe, Michaela 
Guilfoyle and Ahmauri Williams-Alford pose for a picture before the COVID-19 
pandemic. Altman and her students have volunteered at the Willow Hill 
Heritage and Renaissance Center for several years.
REDESIGNED HANNER COURT The court in Hanner Fieldhouse, home of Eagle basketball and volleyball, has a new look. The Georgia Southern Athletics Department 
decided on the design aer a huge vote by Eagle Nation. While 
the final design wasn't one of the four initial choices, enough fans 
suggested a slight change in the logo at mid-court to spur the change.
The new court design features a two-tone playing surface, new Sun 
Belt Conference branding and a silhouette of the state of Georgia 
underneath a much larger Eagle logo. The court was designed by AJ 
Henderson of the Georgia Southern Athletics Creative Services office. 
Georgia Southern used GameDay Floors in Alpharetta, Georgia to 
complete the project, which included one of the most complex and 
intricate mid-court designs done by the company.
 Three teams use the court for practice in preparation for basketball 
and volleyball competition. Completed in 1969, the facility is named 
for the late W.S. "Shep" Hanner, the school's faculty athletic chairman 
from 1935 to 1959. Hanner also served at various times as tennis 
coach, assistant football coach, professor and chairman of the Division 
of Exercise Sciences.
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WILDLIFE CONSERVATIONIST 
LANDS DREAM JOB
It has been a whirlwind year for graduate student Corina Newsome who 
was featured in Georgia Southern Magazine a year ago. Since then the 
wildlife conservationist has landed a new job, generated nationwide 
publicity as a co-organizer of Black Birders Week; all while working on 
her Master of Science degree in biology in the College of Science and 
Mathematics. Black Birders Week was in response to a video that went 
viral when it showed a white woman calling the police on Christian 
Cooper, an avid Black birdwatcher in New York City’s Central Park.
“For far too long, Black people in the United States have been shown 
that outdoor exploration activities, such as birding, are not for us,” 
Newsome stated in a video posted on social media to announce the 
initiative’s kickoff. “Well, we’ve decided to change that narrative. A group 
of Black birders, explorers and scientists got together to start the first-
ever Black Birders Week.” 
The birders said they wanted to show the next generation of young, 
Black birders and nature enthusiasts that they are welcome and that 
the space belongs to them as well. Newsome quickly became one of 
the recognizable faces of the weeklong event and she was featured in 
The New Yorker, The Washington Post, National Geographic and NPR, 
among other media outlets. Over the summer, she was hired as the 
community engagement manager for Georgia Audubon.
“This job is a dream come true for me because I get to put my passion 
for equity in conservation to work on a larger scale than ever, serving 
people and birds across the state of Georgia,” said Newsome. “Balancing 
this new position with finishing my master's degree takes a lot of focus 
and close management of my schedule, but I am well supported by 
my incredible Georgia Southern advisor, Dr. Elizabeth Hunter, and my 
supervisor, Dottie Head. This year has been one full of some of the most 
daunting challenges of my life, combined with the most mind-blowing 
blessings and opportunities to serve the world the way I believe God has 
called me to. I am extremely grateful."
In her role as the community engagement manager, Newsome 
is helping to cultivate strategies and programs that engage diverse 
communities across Georgia in the enjoyment and conservation of birds. 
STUDENTS COMPLETE MORE 
THAN 48,000 COMMUNITY 
SERVICE HOURS
Thanks to dozens of service opportunities each week, students at 
Georgia Southern completed 48,457 hours of yearly community 
service. The hours logged from July 2, 2019, through June 30, 2020, 
showed a 4.4% increase compared to the year before. According to the 
Federal Agency for Service and Volunteering, the hours are equal to a 
value of more than $1 million.
Around 36% of the service hours recorded were completed 
through the Georgia Southern Office of Leadership and Community 
Engagement (OLCE). Community Engagement Coordinator 
Jordan Wilburn said the hours logged helps both the students and 
organizations that receive the service.
“I feel excited when I see such a significant investment of time 
from both the community organizations that mentor our students and 
from the students themselves,” Wilburn said. “I think it speaks to the 
promise we all share to care for our communities and to learn from one 
another. When I look at the thousands of hours of service our students 
log each year, I feel confident that our future is bright.”
Wilburn said by doing community service, students gain confidence, 
soª skills and real-world experience, which help them grow personally 
and professionally. OLCE offers dozens of service opportunities each 
week that benefit both on- and off-campus communities. Students may 
also get involved in community service through clubs and organizations.
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BREAKING THROUGH THE SOUNDS OF SILENCE
A two-year-old child is hearing for the first time thanks to a 
cochlear implant. But helping that child learn to listen and then 
speak are the next steps. That’s what Tracy Edenfield (’98, ’03, ’06, 
’10, ’20) does every day as the director of the Sound Start program 
at Savannah Speech and Hearing.
“It's not like a pair of glasses that you put on and can suddenly 
see,” said Edenfield. “It doesn't work like that because the brain 
is developing language from birth. So a deaf child that has been 
implanted has to make up for that lost time in learning to speak.”
WHY AUDITORY VERBAL THERAPY?
The technology available to very young children who are 
profoundly deaf has improved dramatically in recent years with 
the development of multi-channel cochlear implants. Children as 
young as 10 months of age can now receive the implants. But those 
children, even with a cochlear implant, have a language delay due 
to their infancy being spent in silence.
“What we are seeing with the improvement of this technology, is 
that the therapy has to match the technology,” says Edenfield. “So 
that’s why auditory verbal therapy is so important.”
The program Edenfield directs develops the listening and 
speaking skills of deaf children with cochlear implants or hearing 
aids, without the use of sign language or an interpreter.
“We build language from the bottom up because this is the 
child’s first exposure to it,” said Edenfield. “The way that we make 
connections is by reading picture books. What has been the major 
challenge with deaf students in the past has been the delay in 
auditory verbal development that causes reading problems. You 
won't see that with a deaf child that has been implanted and has 
been on an auditory verbal track because we teach so strongly out 
of books.”
The children first experience therapy in a “mommy and me'' 
program shortly aer implantation, then at age two they enter 
Edenfield’s program and continue until K-5 readiness. Following 
that, the children are ready to attend school with their peers. They 
don’t need special educational programs. 
DREAM COME TRUE
“This is my dream,” said Edenfield. "This is what I've always wanted 
to do, help those with this level of disability be successful in a 
hearing world, to be right next to their hearing peers, making those 
same grades, those same achievements.”
Edenfield graduated in May with her Ed.D. in curriculum studies, 
her fih degree at either the Armstrong or Statesboro campuses. 
Edenfield credits her professors in the Department of 
Curriculum, Foundations and Reading for seeing her through her 
doctorate under very trying circumstances. 
“I got really sick and my dad died tragically,” said Edenfield. 
“People asked me, ‘why don’t you take a break, step back for a little 
while?’ But not Dr. He, Dr. Weaver, Dr. Chapman, Dr. Williams-
Johnson or the others. They just pushed me and supported me. I 
could not have done it without them.” 
Edenfield is the epitome of True Blue.
“Anybody that chooses Georgia Southern has chosen a team that 
is there to support you. They don't want to see you fail. They want 
to see you succeed. And I think they take it personally. We're a 
reflection of them. When we succeed, they succeed.”
– LIZ WALKER
TRUE BLUE
S POT L I GHT
Tracy Edenfield (center) works with children as part of the Sound Start program at Savannah Speech and Hearing.
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TRACKING AN  
INVISIBLE ENEMY
For the past few months, Georgia Southern public health students 
have been tracking an enemy so small it’s invisible to the naked eye. 
An enemy so small, in fact, it can fit into the width of a human hair 
almost 1,000 times.
The enemy is coronavirus, and students in the Jiann-Ping Hsu 
College of Public Health (JPHCOPH) have been tracking its 
movements armed only with phones, computers and conversation 
skills. They’re “contact tracing,” a method of identifying people who 
may have come into contact with someone infected with the virus that 
causes COVID-19.
To help track these cases and keep campus communities safe, the 
University launched the CARES Center in July. CARES is a reporting 
center where users can self-report a confirmed or suspected positive 
COVID-19 diagnosis, or submit questions or issues. It has also been 
at the core of the University’s ability to do contact tracing on three 
campuses across the region.
“The basic premise of contact tracing is to ask those who have 
tested positive (and anyone who has been in close contact with them) 
to limit their contact with other people,” said Kelly Crosby, director 
of risk and compliance and head of the CARES Center contact 
notification team at Georgia Southern. “If we limit that contact, we 
limit the opportunities for the virus to spread.”
Crosby says the speed at which coronavirus spreads has been 
one of the most difficult obstacles to overcome in defeating it. Just 
one asymptomatic carrier can be responsible for more than a dozen 
infections by initially infecting only two people. When one or more of 
those carriers self-isolate or quarantine, however, the number of cases 
begins to drop exponentially. 
This potential for significantly reducing the spread is why Dziyana 
Nazaruk, Ph.D., assistant professor of public health and internship 
practice liaison for JPHCOPH says these students are on the frontlines 
of a real war.
Georgia Southern Students Battle  
Coronavirus Pandemic on Campus, 
in the Region
Chris Hill, a Master of Public Health student from 
Valdosta, Georgia, makes contact tracing calls at 
the CARES Center on the Statesboro Campus.
F E AT U R E S
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“Being on the frontlines and being part of the solution — I 
think that’s very important,” she said. “I mean, this is almost like 
if you are a soldier and you’re training for a war. This is a war.”
Both undergraduate and graduate public health students 
joined two main fronts of the battle — on campus and across the 
state. In May, the Georgia Department of Public Health (GDPH) 
asked JPHCOPH for students who could help with statewide 
contact tracing. By the time the students were trained and sent 
into action, cases in Georgia began to rise in June and then 
skyrocketed to more than 3,000 cases per day in July.
“We’ve seen it explode,” said Jill Johns, a Doctor of Public 
Health (DrPH) student from Statesboro, Georgia, who worked in 
the Southeast Health Region, which covers some of the hardest-
hit areas in the state. “You’re in a boat with a bunch of holes 
drilled in the bottom and you’re scooping out cups full of water at 
a frantic pace, and no matter how quickly you scoop some of the 
water out, it just keeps filling back up. And so then we hire extra 
contact tracers, which basically means our cup goes from a cup 
to maybe like a bucket. And now we’re all bailing with buckets.”
On campus, in just the second week of classes in August, the 
CARES Center faced hundreds of calls just as they were setting 
up their notification teams. Chris Hill II, a Master of Public 
Health (MPH) student from Valdosta, Georgia, said his first 
couple of weeks were chaotic, but his team was able to get in 
front of the virus.
“Early in the semester, it seemed as if our team wasn’t doing a 
lot because it was like we could never catch up or notify people 
quick enough,” he said. “But now it seems like we have it under 
control and everything is running more smoothly.”
As of October 1, the new cases on all campuses at Georgia 
Southern dropped to less than 10 for the week. In Georgia, cases 
fell down to less than 1,200 per day. And while the numbers are 
moving in a good direction, students say the battle continues.
Chakaela Turner, an MPH student from Warner Robins, 
Georgia, started as a contact tracing intern with the GDPH 
and is now a full-time supervisor, where she says she’ll serve 
“until COVID is gone.” She says that while the investigation and 
identification aspects of contact tracing are still invaluable during 
the pandemic, the relationships contact tracers build with their 
clients are just as important.
For some of their clients, the contact tracer calling their home is the 
only contact they have with the outside world.
“”Right now, you hear a lot of what COVID is and what you need 
to do to protect yourself, not necessarily what you need to do to 
make sure your mental health is okay,” she said. “And I think that’s 
something that needs to be pushed a little more.”
“I celebrated birthdays with people,” said Johns. “I’ve learned 
all about their kids. We’ve just built a rapport with a lot of different  
people. And it’s fleeting, you know. You have them in your account 
for no more than 14 days and then, POOF!, they go away, and you’re 
constantly bringing in new people.”
On campus, CARES Center contact tracers not only guide students 
to quarantine, they help them through their time alone as well. 
“We just tell them that the University is here for them and we’re 
going to provide them with the resources,” said Hill. “Somebody on the 
team will contact their professors. If they live on campus, they can get 
their meals delivered — just kind of letting them know that they have 
resources so they don’t have to be so stressed out about it.”
Several students, including Johns, have continued to serve as 
contact tracers long aer their academic practicums have ended. For 
them, contact tracing isn’t just about fulfilling class credits, it’s about 
the fight, and it’s about the experience.
“We learn about these public health practices theoretically in our 
textbooks and in all of our coursework,” said Johns. “And we’re getting 
a chance to live and work in a public health crisis, a global pandemic, a 
public health crisis. That’s like a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.”
 —DOY CAVE
As part of the University's return 
to in-person learning, masks are 
required inside all buildings and 
classrooms on all campuses.
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RISING STAR
When news breaks on Capitol Hill or at the White House, Skyler 
Henry (’11) is there to cover it. The Georgia Southern alumnus reports 
some of today’s biggest stories as a correspondent for CBS Newspath, 
a 24/7 newsgathering service for more than 250 CBS affi  liate 
television stations in the U.S. and for broadcasters around the world.
“I started during the Congressional impeachment hearings against 
President Trump in November, so there was no handholding,” said 
Henry as he refl ected on his fi rst months at the CBS News division. “I 
felt like I got thrown into the deep end of the pool. But it was what I 
needed; I think. Nothing like a rare, historical event to get your blood 
pumping and make you dust off  the political cap.”
Before mid-March, Henry, who spends most of his time bouncing 
back and forth between the Hill and the Executive Mansion, was on 
the campaign trail covering Democratic presidential hopefuls. Then, 
the COVID-19 pandemic struck, changing the way journalists do 
their jobs.
“Most people work from home now, so you hardly see anyone 
anymore,” he said. “There was a time when Zoom and Skype chats 
were seen as 'less than.’ I think there's a connection with someone 
that you can really pull from when you're actually in the room 
with them. At the White House for a stretch, we had to get 
our temperatures checked before we even got onto the 
grounds, and even now, you have to have a rapid test if 
you're in close proximity to President Trump. On the 
Hill, there's more electric hand sanitizer dispensers 
and signage reminding people to wear face masks 
and to remain socially distant.”
Henry, who is from Stone Mountain, Georgia, 
has been able to leave Washington, D.C., to 
report other national news stories. He covered 
the protests and a¢ ermath of the George 
Floyd killing in Minneapolis, and the historic 
SpaceX rocket launch in Florida.
“When I went to Minneapolis, I didn't 
know what to expect,” he explained. 
“Emotions were higher than high. The 
beautiful thing, I think, about my time 
spent there is that for a long time, I don't 
know if all the country paid attention to 
this important conversation about police 
accountability, particularly as it impacts 
communities of color. I think George 
Floyd's murder reignited that to the 
point where more people than ever, 
both here in the states and abroad 
are saying no more. It's a frustrating 
topic, because the conversations are 
so emotionally charged, justifi ably 
From the Busiest Man 
on Campus to National 
Television Correspondent
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so. But to be a Black man covering a nation's 
protest, I've never felt I've been more properly 
placed than a time like this. It's a personal 
story, allowing me to add context so many 
others can't.”
Henry honed his skills in broadcasting 
while he was a student on the Statesboro 
Campus. He says the University transformed 
his life and helped lay the foundation for the 
career he enjoys today.
“Georgia Southern was the time of my life,” 
said the multimedia communications major. “I 
tapped into something more while I was there 
and a large part of that was the autonomy that 
was provided for me to make my own media 
path. I was doing radio; the gracious powers 
that be  allowed me to host a few things for 
Eagle Entertainment, and in classes in the 
communication arts department, we anchored 
Channel 97 news. I was doing it all.”
Just weeks a er Henry graduated from 
Georgia Southern, the self-admitted busiest 
man on campus was in Los Angeles for a four-
month internship at top-rated KIIS-FM. It’s 
where popular television host Ryan Seacrest 
broadcasts his syndicated radio show. Since 
that internship, Henry has made several 
career moves.  
“When I fi rst started, I was a stagehand for 
WSB-TV in Atlanta,” he said, calling it gritty 
work with ungodly a.m. wake-up call times. 
“For lack of a better analogy, I was part of 
the process of making the sausage; cleaning, 
changing lights, running teleprompter, 
printing scripts. It just gave me an 
appreciation for everybody involved in the TV 
news process. On my days off , I would shadow 
reporters in the fi eld and every so o en they’d 
let me ask a question or two. You make your 
own luck and part of that was getting into the 
door to fi nd your way.”
That job was followed by stints as an 
evening news anchor and reporter in Macon, 
Georgia, and as a weekend anchor and 
reporter in Baltimore.
“I don’t think anyone outside of the 
industry knows how much work goes into it,” 
Henry said. “It’s not the typical 9-5. There are 
a lot of long hours, missed holidays and events 
and a constant need to be in the know. There 
are certainly times when you just want to put 
it all down for your own sanity, but you have 
to take a deep breath and keep pushing.”
His stints in local news served him well, 
leading to a job that has landed him in the 
room with dozens of prominent journalists 
while covering major news events. A skilled 
writer, reporter, videographer and editor, 
Henry off ered this advice for Georgia 
Southern’s aspiring journalists. 
“Don’t let a ‘no’ dissuade you from what 
you’re passionate about. Now, more than 
ever, it’s important to let your voices and 
perspectives be heard, so speak up! If it’s 
new, try it. Don’t be caught up in old tech 
or old standards. This is an ever-changing 
profession, so you’ve got to be willing to adapt 
to the times.”
Henry is unsure about his next career move 
but admits his dream job is to have a platform 
to create change and “bring about some good 
in the world.” Nine years a er leaving Georgia 
Southern, the alumnus said there are times 
when he feels a bit like Forrest Gump.
“I fi nd myself in, around or near some 
of the most newsworthy moments,” he 
noted. “If you would have told me when I 
was walking across the stage that my days 
now would consist of going to the White 
House every day, I wouldn’t have believed 
you. I think the fi rst two weeks were 'pinch 
yourself' moments, not only with respect 
to your peers in the room, but just the 
fact that it's the press briefi ng room in the 
White House. But with deadlines and live 
shots and stories and keeping up with the 
administration, you quickly realize there's 
little time for gawking. The big thing for me 
is the honor and privilege I think the role 
brings. I'm fortunate enough to report on the 
nation's agenda from the people's house. I'm 
lucky and blessed.”   – SANDRA BENNETT
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BEST FOOT
      FORWARD
Alumna Mackenzie Anderson 
Leads Global Purpose 
Communications and 
Engagement at Nike
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When Nike tapped Mackenzie Anderson 
to become the company’s global purpose 
communications and engagement director 
last year, she packed more than her bags 
for the move to the corporate giant’s 
headquarters in Portland, Oregon. 
The Georgia Southern University 2007 
public relations graduate and former Coca-
Cola communications professional brought 
lessons she learned on the Statesboro campus 
to the nascent role in the Pacific Northwest.
“The foundation that Georgia Southern 
provided me has carried throughout my 
career,” she said. “As communicators, we 
were taught the immense power words have 
to motivate and mobilize people to help 
shape a better world. At our core, we have 
to understand the relationship between 
the people we’re trying to reach and the 
brand we’re representing to build trust and 
belief. My professors instilled in me a global 
mindset that was rooted in recognizing and 
highlighting diversity.” 
The central tenets of her global 
perspective courses continue to 
play a crucial role in Anderson’s 
directives, as she is currently 
charged with leading societal and 
environmental advances that affect 
both professional and everyday 
athletes around the world. 
“We believe that you’re inspired to 
act when you understand the direct 
impact on something you care about,” 
she explained. “Take climate change 
and sport, for example. With marathon 
times shiing and fewer practice days to 
play football due to increasingly hot and 
humid conditions, we want the climate 
change conversation to be more accessible 
and relatable – so that you understand the 
connection to your own life and want to join 
us in doing something about it.”
Nike leveraged its partnership with 
the United Nations Foundation to bring 
professional athletes to the United Nations 
General Assembly in 2019 to speak about 
climate change and sport, and help the 
company in its mission to help protect the 
planet and create a better future for athletes.
“We’re not the expert on climate change 
— we defer to those experts that are — but 
we have the platform and the ability to reach 
people who may not think of connecting 
sports and climate change,” she said. “That’s a 
large part of my day-to-day job. To try to find 
those ways and those types of conversations 
that we can enter into that make something 
as technical and wonky as greenhouse gas 
emissions or material choices relatable so that 
our consumer cares about it.” 
In “a tried-and-true communications role,” 
Anderson is able to continue to reach others 
through her love of storytelling, fostered 
in Georgia Southern’s classrooms and 
throughout her career with organizations such 
as Georgia Aquarium, the Atlanta Braves and 
The Coca-Cola Company.
In 2019, Anderson’s career-long efforts were 
recognized as she was named to PRWEEK’s 
40 Under 40 honorees. The annual list 
profiles the top communications professionals 
across all sectors and industries in the U.S.
“I think I have a knack for storytelling 
and finding the connection points in various 
stories to make them more human-centered, 
and that’s what GSU really gave me,” 
Anderson said. “That foundation of helping 
understand the broader context of why we tell 
these stories and why people need to care. 
It was the professors that helped us see that 
there is an emerging world out there.” 
— MELANIE SIMÓN
"We were taught the immense power words have 
to motivate and mobilize people to help shape a 
better world."
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Of Georgia Southern’s 126,000-plus living alumni, 
more than 50,000 are under 40 years of age. 
The Alumni Association recently honored its Class 
of 2020 40 under 40, representing the excellence of 
the University’s young alumni and demonstrating the 
positive contributions and achievements for which 









Something most people 
don’t know about me is:
I was an extreme band 
nerd growing up. I 
played the trumpet 
for almost a decade, 






2010 B.M. Music 
Education
Owner
Shot By Somi Studios
Savannah, Georgia
One person I greatly 
admire is:
I admire my mother most.  
She had six children and 
is always working to make 




2008 B.S.Ed. Early 
Childhood Education
2016 M.Ed. Instructional 
Technology
2018 EDS Educational 
Leadership
Principal
Bulloch County Schools 
/ Southeast Bulloch 
Middle School
Statesboro, Georgia
Something unique about 
my job and life:
My life is unique every 
day! That’s the beauty 
of being an educator, 
because when you work 









United States Patent and 
Trademark Office
Alexandria, Virginia
The best advice I ever 
received is:
To try and conquer your 
fears. You will regret the 
things you do not try 
and even if you fail you 
will not regret trying. 
The beauty in that is the 
risk of success. “There is 
freedom waiting for you, 
On the breezes of the 
sky, And you ask “What if 
I fall?” Oh but my darling, 
what if you fly?” 











Something unique about 
my job is:
When I began my career, 
I worked as a staffer in 
the halls of Congress. 
In my current role, I 
now walk those same 
halls to advocate for my 
alma mater!
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Something unique about 
my life is:
My wife Kayla and I 
met in high school and 
attended/graduated 
from Georgia Southern 
together in 2012. We 
will soon reach our 5th 
wedding anniversary and 






2003 B.S. Health Science
Logistics Management 
Specialist
United States Air Force
Arlington, Virginia
Something unique about 
your job is:
I am helping with the 
stand-up of the United 
States Space Force. I have 
a unique opportunity 
to help shape how our 










One person I greatly 
admire is:
My father. He instilled 
a resourcefulness in 
me that has proved 
invaluable.








Something unique about 
my job is:
I was the fi rst GSU grad 
to work at our family of 
companies, and we have 
since hired over 100 GSU 
graduates across all of 
our businesses.
 OLADIPO 







University College of 
Medicine
Boca Raton, Florida
Something unique about 
my job is:
Although I have the 
best job in the world, it 
makes me excited when 
I can combine my love 
for Christ and medicine 
together. Holding my 
patients’ hands and 
praying with them gives 
me the most joy.
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My favorite song to 
dance to is:





2013 B.S. Mechanical 
Engineering




University System of 
Georgia Board of 
Regents
Peachtree City, Georgia
Something unique about 
my life is:
I was the first international 
student to be elected to 
serve as SGA President at 
Georgia Southern, and was 
part of the first graduating 
class of Mechanical 
Engineers from Georgia 











My bizzare hobby is:
Playing gin with my 
8-year-old.






Latin Chicks Restaurant & 
Mint To Be Mojito Bar
Savannah, Georgia
Something unique about 
my job and life:
I never worked in a 
restaurant before I 
opened my own.  I am not 
a chef, but I greatly enjoy 
eating…. Life is easier 
when you make your job 
work for you, rather than 
work to keep your job.  
Do what you love, so you 
will do it with passion 
and you will never fail 











My dream vacation is:
SCUBA diving the Great 
Barrier Reef in Australia
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People I admire are:



















Oral and Maxillofacial 
Surgeon
Sea Pines Oral and Facial 
Surgery
Brunswick, Georgia
My dream vacation is:
Riverboat cruise around 
Europe tasting food and 








Wake County Economic 
Development
Raleigh, North Carolina
My bizzare hobby is:
Buying house plants 
knowing I have a 
horrible green thumb — 












My bizzare hobby is:
Watching competitive 
eating every Fourth of July.
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I admire the great leaders 
serving our country. They 
are my motivation to 
continue to serve.





Owner/ Founder and 
Lead Psychotherapist






I look at my job as 
more than just a job, I 
truly feel like being a 
psychotherapist is my 
life calling. In my line 
of work, I get to create 
safe spaces for people to 
just be themselves and 
to process things they 
have been suppressing 
for years, stress 
management, help them 
deal with a recent loss 
or cope with a new life 
transition amongst other 
things. I consider the 
work I do very sacred and 
take it seriously.








Something unique about 
my job is:
I get the opportunity to 
help women receive the 
self care they deserve 
postpartum and during 
pregnancy.
























I always have to be on 
the go whether it be 
at a concert, playing 
various sports, at gym or 
socializing at sport events.
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2006 BBA Human 
Resources
Chief, Data Quality 
Branch
USCIS Offi  ce of the Chief 
Data Offi  cer
Washington, D.C.
Something people may 
not know about me is:
I hold the record for the 
biggest fi sh caught in my 
family — a 100-plus-pound 
halibut pulled out of the 
mighty Alaskan waters.









Something unique about 
my job and life is:
I once had dreams of 
playing Major League 
Baseball. A er those 
dreams ended at Georgia 
Southern, I became 
an elementary school 
teacher. I am passionate 
about working with young 






2015 M.A. Professional 
Comm. and Leadership
Assistant Director
Johns Hopkins University 
Offi  ce of Multicultural 
Aff airs
Baltimore, Maryland
My dream vacation is:
Exploring the West Coast 
of Africa.
 NICOLE POPE, JD
Georgia Southern 
University
2012 B.A. Political 
Science
Attorney
Hunter, Maclean, Exley & 
Dunn, PC
Savannah, Georgia







2014 Bachelor of Health 
Science






Something people may 
not know about me is:
I served in the U.S. 
Army Reserves and was 
deployed to Iraq.
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My bizarre hobby is:
Finding hobbies. My 
wife calls me a hobby 
connoisseur.




2011 BHS Public and 
Community Health









My favorite song to 
dance to is:
“Teach Me How to Dougie” 








Federal Reserve Bank of 
Boston
Wakefield, Massachusetts
One item I can’t live 
without is:
Right now it’s my Bluetooth 
speaker while my wife and 












Something people may 
not know about me is:
Outside of work, I like to 
do woodworking and play 
video games (an inspiration 
to everyone, I’m sure). That 
pales in comparison to 








2008 Master of 
Education




My dream vacation is:
To travel back in time to 
meet all my ancestors.
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2009 B.S. Sport 
Management
2011 M.Ed. Higher Ed. 
Administration
Director of Equity, 
Diversity, and Inclusion
University of Wisconsin- 
Eau Claire
Eau Claire, Wisconsin
People I greatly admire:
I admire my parents the 
most. They sacrificed 











My favorite song to 
dance to is:
“Thriller” by Michael 
Jackson. I know and can 









My dream vacation is:
To do every “Man vs 
Food” challenge from the 
Travel Channel.









Something unique about 
my job is:
When I was elected 
state president, I was 
the youngest in the 
111-year history of our 
organization to do so. 
Now as I make it through 
my first year in office, we 
have made historic trends 
in civil rights work by 
pushing to pass new laws, 
repeal old ones, bringing 
new partners to the table 
and building statewide 
coalitions to broaden the 





2010 B.A International 
Studies and Modern 
Language





Something unique about 
my job is:
Through my work with 
Afroswimmers, I have 
had the pleasure of 
collaborating with some 
amazing athletes. Today, 
my career has led me 
to work for the most 
decorated Olympian 
in history, Michael 
Phelps. In addition to 
managing my company, 
I am the diversity and 
inclusion consultant 
for the Michael Phelps 
Foundation.
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GEORGIA SOUTHERN’S
FIRST VIRTUAL CONVOCATION
Georgia Southern University President Kyle 
Marrero delivered a virtual State of the 
University address due to the pandemic. 
The address is usually given in-person 
before faculty and staff  followed by a 
luncheon, but this year it was livestreamed 
from the Performing Arts Center on the 
Statesboro Campus.
University members tuned in from remote 
locations to hear the president discuss how 
Georgia Southern is successfully adapting 
during extraordinarily diffi  cult times and 
will continue to be nimble during the 
academic year.
“We are being asked to be innovative, 
fl exible, nimble and willing to adapt and 
change,” Marrero said a er welcoming all 
back to the three campuses. “And I want to 
thank you. You all have been tremendous, 
remarkable, heroic even, as we made it 
through these times and as we navigate 
through these uncertain times.” 
Marrero touted the herculean eff orts 
of faculty and staff , who maintained the 
integrity of the University’s fi ve pillars —
student success, teaching and research, 
inclusive excellence, operational effi  ciency, 
eff ectiveness and sustainability, and 
community engagement, in the midst of a 
pandemic that caused the University to move 
fully online in March. Marrero also discussed 
strides around the University’s inclusive 
excellence eff orts, highlighted by the newly 
established Offi  ce of Inclusive Excellence and 
the hiring of the University’s fi rst associate 
vice president for inclusive excellence and 
chief diversity offi  cer. In closing, Marrero 
signed off  with a message of resilience 
and hope.
“We can continue to move forward,” he 
said. “We can continue to elevate and live our 
mission and our vision and our values even 
in these times. We will adapt, we’ll be nimble, 
and we’ll ensure that every day that the 
public health and safety of our faculty, staff , 
students and our community is of paramount 
importance.”
State of the University Address 





State of the 
University Address
Moved more than 
5,000 classes to fully 
online to complete the 
Spring 2020 Semester
Delivered summer term 
fully online while seeing 
credit-hour generation 
move up by more than 4%, 
compared to the Summer 
2019 Semester
Moved 4,600 students 
out of housing and 
provided support for 
more than 100 students 
who remained on campus
Refunded almost $11 
million in housing, 
dining and fees 
to students
Held virtual Spring 
2020 Commencement, 
viewed by more than 
100,000 worldwide
Provided more than $11 
million in CARES Act 
grant funding directly 
to students
Modeled a 14% state 
budget reduction for 
FY21, then completed a 
10% realized reduction, 
totaling $14.2 million
Developed and 
implemented fl exible 
and remote work 
processes
Assessed and modifi ed 
almost 5,000 courses 
for Winter 2021
Prepared campus with 
signage, cloth face 
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NEW LEADERSHIP 
APPOINTMENTS ANNOUNCED
VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS HIRED
Shay Little, Ph.D., the vice president for student affairs at Georgia 
Southern, already had firsthand experience with Eagle Nation. Before 
her arrival at Georgia Southern, Little worked at Kent State University 
in Ohio where she served as special assistant to the president and 
vice president of student affairs. Before that, she spent 15 years at 
the University of Georgia and three years at the University of North 
Carolina Wilmington.
“My daughter went to school here and graduated from Georgia 
Southern University while I worked in Georgia,” Little said. “I have 
first-hand knowledge about the experience Georgia Southern provides 
to its students, and I was very excited when I learned about this 
opportunity. I am thrilled to be joining the team at Georgia Southern.”
Little started her role on June 1, and leads a talented team that 
oversees a wide range of departments focused on student support 
and development including Campus Recreation and Intramurals, 
Counseling Center, Fraternity and Sorority Life, Health Services, 
Leadership and Community Engagement, Multicultural Affairs, 
Student Conduct, Student Accessibility Resource Center, Student 
Government Association, Student Media and University Housing.
“Dr. Little’s outstanding track record of progressive leadership 
experience and commitment to student success will make her the ideal 
leader for us at this critical time in our history,” said Georgia Southern 
President Kyle Marrero
Little has a bachelor’s degree in psychology from Baylor University, 
a Master of Science in counseling and student personnel services from 
Oklahoma State University, and a doctorate in counseling and student 
personnel services from the University of Georgia.
ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT FOR INCLUSIVE 
EXCELLENCE NAMED
TaJuan Wilson, Ed.D., has been named Georgia Southern’s first 
associate vice president for Inclusive Excellence. He plans to carry out 
an expansive list of goals with enthusiasm and an open ear.
“My primary goal as I begin my time at Georgia Southern University 
is to spend more time listening than talking,” Wilson said.
Enlisted to bolster the University’s efforts to develop a more 
inclusive culture, Wilson is partnering with faculty, staff, students 
and the community to initiate, define and implement the institution’s 
inclusive excellence initiatives, policies and programs. 
 “I want people to know that this work belongs to each of us,” Wilson 
said. “I’m not going to be successful operating in a silo, and I don’t 
plan to. It’s really going to require us learning to be comfortable being 
uncomfortable and real commitment to continue our momentum. I 
want our community to assume good intentions as we navigate this 
work together as an institution because in the end, we will all be better 
because of our engagement in Inclusive Excellence. My goal is to 
provide educational opportunities that foster this spirit and to ensure 
we’re taking care of our Georgia Southern University family. I want 
every member of our learning community to be accepted, understood, 
and celebrated for who they are and the unique qualities they bring to 
our University environment.” 
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FALL 2020 
COMMENCEMENT
Georgia Southern held its first in-person 
commencement ceremonies in over a year 
Dec. 13, 15 and 16. In ceremonies at the 
Savannah Convention Center and at Allen 
E. Paulson Stadium in Statesboro, graduates 
wore masks and socially distanced to receive 
their diplomas and celebrate with friends 
and family. Georgia Southern University 
President Kyle Marrero conferred degrees 
for more than 2,100 students over five 
ceremonies, braving bitter cold and rain at 
the Paulson ceremonies.
“I don’t need to tell you that this year 
has been challenging for all of us, but I am 
proud of how we have persevered together 
to have a successful semester and today our 
commencement ceremony," Marrero said. 
"You, our graduates, deserve this recognition. 
This graduation is a momentous occasion 
indeed for Georgia Southern University, as 
well as for all of you. Today, you are part of 
Georgia Southern history.”
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Georgia Southern History Professor 
and his Mother Recreate Southern 
Recipes from 1824
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Old Southern Cookery: Mary Randolph's 
Recipes from America’s First Regional 
Cookbook Adapted for Today’s Kitchen is 
much more than an ordinary cookbook. 
Written by Georgia Southern history 
professor Christopher Hendricks, Ph.D. and 
his mother, retired journalist Sue Hendricks, 
the book is a living history of food in 
America, and the people who prepared it.
THE GIFT
The project began as a gi in the 1970s. The 
late historian and Sue Hendrick’s husband, J. 
Edwin Hendricks, returned from a research 
trip to Philadelphia and brought his wife 
an old cookbook, The Virginia Housewife, 
written by Mary Randolph and originally 
published in 1824.
“My husband brought me this cookbook 
and suggested that I try all the recipes, 
substituting modern measurements and 
instructions, and then we could have it 
printed.” said Sue Hendricks. “So, that's how 
it started.”
“That was in the ‘70s when I was a 
kid,” said Chris Hendricks. “And so while 
Mother was going through these recipes and 
translating them for contemporary cooks, we 
didn't know at the time what was going on. It 
was just what we were having for dinner.”
Sue was able to translate the old 
ingredients and cooking instructions into 
modern terminology as she prepared the 
dishes for family meals and dinner parties. 
Some of the original instructions were things 
like “take butter to the size of an egg" and 
"when the fire be ready to go...” which makes 
no sense to the modern cook.
“The only thing that flustered me was 
the size of an egg,” she said. “Almost 
every recipe would have butter, lard and 
whatever the size of an egg. So I did some 
experimenting with egg sizes and came up 
with a quarter of a cup being the closest 
to the average egg. They cooked with open 
fires, so I went with a 350-degree oven for 
most baked things.” 
As Sue worked her way through and 
adapted the old recipes, several became 
family favorites. Cabbage a la crème was 
transformed into a grilled foil package for 
barbecues, Randolf’s trifle and mincemeat 
pie were oen seen at Christmas.
CREATING A COOKBOOK
The Hendricks’ had lined up a publisher 
for the manuscript, but the company went 
bankrupt and the translated recipes lay 
dormant for more than 20 years. Then, when 
Chris was helping his parents move about 
six years ago, he found the original typed 
manuscript in a box in the attic. Preparing 
to take a semester research leave, he 
decided to research the background of Mary 
Randolph, the legacy of her cookbook and 
other historical details.
“A lot of culinary historians will place 
Mary Randolph’s book as being the first 
genuine American cookbook,” said Chris. 
He wrote an introduction and assembled 
about 100 of his mother's revised recipes 
and Mary Randolph’s versions together 
with a historical explanation of each recipe, 
ingredients, even the  kitchen utensils used 
in the 19th century.
"So that is what I gave mother for 
Christmas,” said Chris. “Aer that we 
started looking around for a publisher. It 
was going to be a historical document, the 
best footnoted and peer-reviewed cookbook 
anyone had ever owned.”
SUPPORTING  
SAVANNAH’S HISTORY
Chris had been working with the Davenport 
House in Savannah for almost 30 years, so 
he approached them about using the new 
cookbook as a fundraising project. They 
jumped at the chance and got involved in the 
entire publication process including hiring 
a book agent. Aer receiving interest from 
several academic presses, they accepted an 
offer from a popular press, Globe Pequot.
“They paid an advance,” said Chris. “How 
many academic books get advances? It's 
crazy! So that meant that we were able to 
hire some professional food photographers.”
The resulting cookbook is filled with 
gorgeous food photos plated on the 
Davenport House’s china collection from 
the 1820s, the same era as The Virginia 
Housewife. The cookbook includes chapters 
on soups, meats, seafood, poultry, vegetables 
and desserts. 
COOKING AND QUARANTINE
It’s an amazing cookbook that goes well with 
the current cooking frenzy of quarantining 
and is proving a valuable fundraiser for the 
Davenport House, even though the book 
launch events were all cancelled due to 
COVID-19.
“Food is comforting,” said Sue. “I think 
cooking soothes the world. If you start 
cooking, you can create something and you 
can see it succeed. It wipes away some of the 
tension of things that you can't control. I am 
just really pleased that Chris pushed me on 
the book and that it's selling and that people 
can learn fun things about history through food”.
“This has been essentially a series of 
presents,” said Chris. “It started as a present 
from my father to my mother. Then I took 
it and ran with it and did the manuscript as 
a present to my mother. And now, Mother 
and I are giving the proceeds as a present 
to the historic community. It's so special and 
different from any project I've ever worked 
on before in my career.” — LIZ WALKER
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Violinist Larisa Elisha 
and Cellist Steven 
Elisha Win Second 
Global Music Award
If you are not a classical music lover you might not have 
heard of the Elaris Duo. But they’re kind of a big deal. 
Violinist Larisa Elisha, D.M.A., and her husband cellist 
Steven Elisha, D.M.A., have been racking up Global Music 
Awards as the Elaris Duo for their classical releases, Duo 
Virtuoso and Duo Virtuoso II. In fact, their fi rst CD was 
so popular that it sold out and was rereleased, winning 
another Global Music Award last May.
Even more interesting is that the New York born Steven 
Elisha met the Azerbaijan born (part of the old Soviet 
Union) Larisa Elisha when they were both string professors 
at Washburn University in Topeka, Kansas. They started 
rehearsing a piece by Hungarian composer, Zoltán Kodály, 
and they have been together ever since. They admit it is 
their favorite piece.
“We have to claim that one, because that was the one we 
began working on together when we fi rst met,” said Steven 
Elisha. “It was kind of like our fi rst date. So that has a real 
special place in our experience together.” 
“The Kodály duo is an absolutely incredible work and so 
emotionally charged,” said Larisa Elisha. “And for us it is 
very special.”
EXPANDING STRING STUDIES 
AT GEORGIA SOUTHERN
Currently, Steven Elisha is head of the string area, 
director of orchestras, conductor of Georgia Southern 
Symphony Orchestra and professor of music. Larisa Elisha 
is associate professor of music and coordinator of upper 
string studies. 
The Elishas arrived at Georgia Southern in 2011. Since 
their arrival, the string program at Georgia Southern has 
truly blossomed. Several students initially followed them 
from Washburn, and international string students have 
been choosing Georgia Southern specifi cally because the 
Elishas are here. 
“The quality of musicians that we are able to graduate has 
greatly developed,” said Steven Elisha. “We have a wonderful 
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able to graduate 
and immediately 
fi nding employment 
and becoming really 
important teachers in 
the area, which is so 
badly needed.” 
“For example we 
have the Strings at 
Southern Chamber 
Music Festival,” said 
Larisa Elisha. “So 
we’re trying to involve 
as many students 
from Brunswick, from 
the Golden Isle Youth Orchestra, from the Savannah 
Armstrong Youth Orchestra, from places in Florida, 
from diff erent schools in Atlanta. And that has been 
a really helpful program because it brings high 
school students on campus. It’s important when they 
have a chance to come on campus. Once they see it 
they love it.”
“The other thing I think we can see is a renewed 
excitement from our community,” said Steven 
Elisha.“ And there has been a very huge increase 
in scholarship opportunities for music students as 
a result.”  
TOURING THE WORLD 
THROUGH MUSIC
Both Elishas have performed extensively 
worldwide as both individuals and as the Elaris 
Duo. They have appeared frequently on NPR, and 
about a year and a half ago, they returned from 
a lecture/recital and master class tour of Israel, 
including performances at the University of Haifa 
and the Jerusalem Academy.
“They invited so many diff erent people to 
these recitals,” said Steven Elisha. “Composers, 
musicologists, other musicians. And it was just 
fascinating to get their feedback and the questions 
that they were asking.”
“And young composers would say, ‘oh, I am 
writing a piece right now,’” said Larisa. “Could you 
explain the techniques you used? It was really 
interesting how they were taking ideas from my 
performance and putting them immediately into 
their studio work. So that was exciting.” 
Watching them perform together is exciting too, 
and their technique is quite breathtaking. Falling in 
love while playing makes for very beautiful music. 
— LIZ WALKER
You can see the Elaris Duo 
play the Kodály duo at 
GeorgiaSouthern.edu/elarisduo and 
you can watch more videos or order 
their CDs on their website elarisduo.com. 
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Sometimes a simple phone call can improve 
a person’s day. The Senior Companion 
Program at Georgia Southern University is 
aiming to improve the days of many older 
adults in the area as a part of the Love In 
Action telephone reassurance program, 
which is funded by a grant from Rockin’ Out 
Alzheimer’s Disease Foundation (ROAD).    
Jaqueline Miranda, a master's student 
in the Experimental Psychology program, 
said the goal for the telephone reassurance 
program is to create friendships between 
volunteers and older adults, rather than 
simply providing an interaction. As student 
coordinator for Love in Action, she was 
usually the first person called if there was  
an issue.
She said her favorite part of the program 
was when skeptical older adults were won 
over by the student volunteers.
“I made a phone call to one older adult 
in particular who originally was particularly 
adamant about not returning to the 
program,” Miranda said. “She was incredibly 
lonely, and although she spoke of stepping 
away from the program, more than anything 
she voiced her desire to have a friend and 
someone to talk to. As our conversation 
began to come to an end, the older adult 
agreed to stay in our program and thanked 
me for my patience and being an ear to  
talk to.”
Sociology major Tanaja Armendariz, who 
was one of the first students to call people in 
the program, has enjoyed the experience of 
getting to know more older adults. 
A SIMPLE PHONE CALL
Jaqueline Miranda makes phone calls to senior adults as part of the Senior Companion Program.
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“My favorite part is calling them or 
their families and just explaining what the 
program is about,” Armendariz said. “I like 
just letting them know that there are people 
out there who are willing to help in any way 
that they can. I guess I like giving  
people hope.”
Older adults are among the most 
vulnerable people during the COVID-19 
pandemic, as in-person visits have been 
limited or stopped altogether. The telephone 
reassurance program will allow the Senior 
Companion program to provide assistance to 
seniors who have been on their waiting list, 
as well as others in the community.
“The telephone reassurance of the student 
callers will not only be an opportunity to 
brighten someone's day, but also creates a 
social tie, which research shows improves 
health and longevity,” said Love In Action 
Director, Deb Blackburn. “I am also hopeful 
that this intergenerational contact will give 
some students a new appreciation for  
older adults."
Darron Burnette, who is the Chief 
Financial Officer of ROAD, started the 
foundation in 2012 in an effort to raise 
money in memory of his mother who had 
Alzheimer’s disease and passed away 
that same year. ROAD has given money 
it has raised to a variety of organizations 
related to Alzheimer’s research and the 
treatment of people with dementia, including 
multiple groups at Georgia Southern. He 
said the COVID-19 pandemic created the 
opportunity for ROAD to support the Love 
in Action program.
“During COVID-19, we were trying to 
figure out how we could help people out 
there,” Burnette said. “We felt like there was 
an immediate need for us to seek out the 
Senior Companion Program because of their 
involvement through the telephone.”
ROAD co-founder and Chief Executive 
Officer, Chandler Dennard, said the Senior 
Companion Program aligned perfectly 
with ROAD’s vision, which is to help senior 
citizens with dementia, as well as caregivers 
who are caring for dementia patients 
 at home.
“According to the Alzheimer's Association, 
83% of the help provided to older 
adults in the United States comes from 
family members, friends or other unpaid 
caregivers,” Dennard said. “Nearly half of all 
caregivers who provide help to older adults 
do so for someone living with Alzheimer's or 
another dementia, so looking at that statistic 
this program fits perfectly. The money will 
provide the necessary resources for the 
program to thrive and to continue to impact 
the community.”
Senior Child and Family Development 
major Mashonda Jolley’s biggest takeaway 
from the program was how much it helps the 
caregivers in addition to the patients.
“My favorite experience was talking to 
a lady who had been waiting to hear back 
from one of the programs, and she was the 
caregiver of her mother,” Jolley said. “She 
thanked me and asked me more about the 
program. We talked for a while about how 
impactful this program is and will be in the 
future. She talked about how it helps the 
caregivers so much and how it made her day 
to get a call about the program.”
Armendariz said Love in Action has 
strengthened her belief in the value of 
helping others in need. 
“I’m just hoping to reach the people who 
are in need of help and get them the services 
they need,” she said. “People should never 
be isolated and kept away from resources 
they need. What I will take away from this 
experience is a positive attitude, and I’ll 
always lend a helping hand.”  – KYLE DAWSON
The ROAD Foundation presents a check to Love In Action for their telephone reassurance program. Pictured are (Back row, L to R) Faculty members Marieke 
Van Willigen, Ph.D., Adrienne Cohen, Ph.D., and Jennifer Zorotovich, Ph.D. (Front row, L to R) ROAD Foundation executives Darron Burnette, CFO, and Chandler 
Dennard, CEO, Senior Care Program Coordinator Deb Blackburn and Ryan Schroeder, Ph.D., Dean of the College of Behavioral and Social Sciences.
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INVESTIGATING AN INVASION
GEORGIA SOUTHERN STUDENTS, FACULTY 
RESEARCH INVASIVE LIZARD SPECIES
A creature docile enough to be a house 
pet yet invasive enough to destroy an 
ecosystem is posing a major threat to the 
woodlands of southeast Georgia. 
But faculty and student researchers 
in the Department of Biology at Georgia 
Southern University are working with 
state and federal partners to locate and 
eradicate this creature, the Argentine black 
and white tegu — an invasive lizard species 
that preys on native and threatened 
wildlife like gopher tortoises, and that 
could possibly wreak havoc on regional 
crops through bacterial contamination. 
Lance McBrayer, Ph.D., lizard expert and 
associate dean of research in the College 
of Science and Mathematics, has partnered 
with the Georgia Department of Natural 
Resources (DNR) and the U.S. Geological 
Society to educate the public on tegus and 
to capture and study these creatures to 
determine the effects they are having on 
the area. While it is unclear how the lizards 
arrived in Toombs and Tattnall counties 
in Georgia, female tegus can lay up to 40 
eggs at once, meaning the population can 
increase very quickly. 
“Tegus have been a problem in south 
Florida for 20 years or more, and it was 
thought that they might spread,” McBrayer 
said. “Georgia was the first place we saw 
tegus other than in Florida, and now they 
have been found and trapped in South 
Carolina. We have caught the tegus early 
in their invasion here in Georgia, so we're 
hopeful that we can eradicate them or at 
least keep their numbers here way down.”
McBrayer and a few student researchers 
have captured around 20 tegus, which can 
grow to be more than three or four feet in 
length and weigh up to 10 pounds, since 
beginning the project in 2019. Students get 
hands-on research experience by setting 
and monitoring traps, then collecting data 
on the lizards aer they are captured. 
Students study the health conditions of the 
tegus to determine if they carry parasites 
and, if so, whether those parasites could 
affect native wildlife. 
“This project is important on so many 
levels,” McBrayer said. “Not only are there 
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potential economic impacts on agricultural 
products and impacts on our native wildlife 
that we are working to prevent, but many 
of our biology students also desire careers 
with the Georgia DNR or other federal 
agencies. This project gives  them first-hand 
experience and knowledge of how removing 
an invasive species works. They get a lot of 
really valuable experience that you just can’t 
get in a classroom setting.”
As they capture more tegus, McBrayer 
and his students will study the reproductive 
system. They are also studying the use of 
capsaicin — red pepper oils — on the bait 
used to capture tegus. 
“The hope is that we can deter small 
mammals like possums and raccoons from 
going into or disturbing the trap because 
they don’t like the taste of capsaicin,” he 
said. “Reptiles don’t generally have those 
receptors, so they’re undeterred.” 
McBrayer has studied tegus since the ’90s, 
and says they are popular among exotic pet 
enthusiasts. As a pet, these lizards can be 
calm, intelligent and can be adaptable when 
properly trained.
"I’ve even seen pictures online of people 
walking them around on leashes,” McBrayer 
said with a laugh. “They can be pretty 
adaptable, but it takes a very responsible 
pet owner to handle the animal frequently in 
order to get the animal to settle down.” 
But once in the wild, tegus will eat just 
about anything, McBrayer said. 
“Once they are back in the wild, they 
really quickly adapt to what they evolved to 
do, and that is walk around, eat just about 
anything and dig burrows,” he said.
Tegus are known to find gopher tortoise 
burrows, which harbor lots of other diversity, 
McBrayer said, noting the lizards are highly 
efficient predators. 
“Tegus dig up gopher tortoise eggs and 
eat them, and they eat eggs and hatchlings 
of ground-nesting birds like turkey or quail,” 
he said. “They also eat fruits and vegetables, 
frogs and small lizards, small snakes and lots 
of bugs.”
In Florida, tegus are commonly found 
around agricultural fields, which leads to 
concerns of tegus disturbing peanut, onion 
or vegetable crops in Georgia, he added.
“The biggest concern is that we have a 
unique and valuable native wildlife fauna, 
so if tegu numbers increase, then this would 
have negative impacts on our native wildlife,” 
he said. 
Although tegus pose a threat to the 
landscape of Georgia, wildlife and 
potentially agricultural crops, they aren’t 
really a danger for humans, McBrayer noted. 
But, that doesn’t mean they’re ready for 
human interaction in the wild.
“I would say in 99% of human encounters 
that a tegu lizard is going to run away very 
quickly or they're just going to look at the 
person and keep their distance and keep 
on walking,” he said. “If a person were to 
corner one and try and grab one and handle 
it, tegus have very powerful jaws and sharp 
teeth, so you would very likely get bitten and 
may need stitches or be bruised up.”
McBrayer said invasive species are not 
protected in any way, so the DNR does not 
discourage the animals from being legally 
taken or removed, though animal cruelty and 
local ordinances do apply. Sightings can also 
be reported at GeorgiaInvasives.org.
— CRISSIE ELRICK BATH     
“THE BIGGEST CONCERN IS THAT WE HAVE A UNIQUE AND VALUABLE 
NATIVE WILDLIFE FAUNA, SO IF TEGU NUMBERS INCREASE, THEN THIS WOULD HAVE 
NEGATIVE IMPACTS ON OUR NATIVE WILDLIFE” — LANCE MCBRAYER, PH.D.
(Pictured L to R) Assistant Michael Brennan, Project Technician Daniel Haro, and Professor Lance McBrayer, Ph.D., get a closer look at the tegu lizard they captured.
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At Georgia Southern, we 
believe curiosity is the 
foundation of knowledge. In 
our Curious Minds section, 
faculty, staff  and alumni 
from Eagle Nation off er their 
expertise and insights on a 
broad spectrum of timely 
topics. We hope you enjoy 
their perspectives.
PARKER COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Why Is There A Coin Shortage During The 
COVID-19 Pandemic?
The velocity of money is the rate at which money fl ows through the economy. If the velocity of money 
slows, we need more money in circulation to facilitate transactions. This is our current problem with 
coins. We face a coin shortage because coins are unintentionally stockpiled in our homes. 
Large retailers’ self-checkout lines and hurried staff ed checkout lines push us to pay with bills 
and receive change, meaning coins fl ow out of large retailers. The original self-checkout systems in 
Walmart had scoop-shaped coin receivers to accept volumes of coins. They were replaced by small 
coin slots. This discourages coin use, speeds up the lines and reduces the store’s labor intensive 
handling of coins. They then installed coin machines that charge a percentage to cash in coins.
This outfl ow of coins by large retailers is usually counter-balanced by small businesses and retail 
banks receiving coins, and from low-income households that readily spend coins, but all these 
groups are much less active due to closures, cuts in hours and loss of incomes due to 
the pandemic. 
The result is a coin shortage. More coins than ever are in circulation, but they move too slowly 
through the economy. Large retailers want the U.S. Mint to produce more coins, and for the Fed to 
keep coins fl owing, even as large retailers themselves contribute to the problem by discouraging 
coin use. 
How can this be resolved? First, the Federal Reserve should charge coin 
service fees for large coin deliveries that will encourage large retailers to take 
in more coins from consumers. Consumers can benefi t by loading coins into 
the self-checkout before hitting the credit card button, or by making small 
purchases with coins. We can also help others by donating our coins to 
charities such as Feeding America through Coinstar machines. Fees are 
waived for the included charities.
—RICHARD MCGRATH, PH.D., PROFESSOR, DEPT. OF ECONOMICS
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES
What Happens When Singing Becomes A 
Dangerous Activity?
The COVID-19 pandemic has presented challenges for singers and, while a majority of my career 
is now focused on teaching voice and serving as an administrator for the National Association of 
Teachers of Singing, I still do have a few singing gigs of my own each year, an important part of 
my personal artistic expression. Those have unfortunately been cancelled, although recently I 
did have the opportunity to record some selections for the educational outreach program of the 
Savannah Philharmonic and it was so satisfying to make actual live music with 
an ensemble again (outside and distanced by the way). 
The performing arts industry has been decimated since March and 
there has been important emphasis on following the science of aerosol 
transmission of viruses. In March, a choir in Washington state 
rehearsed one evening and within two weeks many of the 
members tested positive for COVID and several died.  Few 
singing teachers or voice professionals, certainly not I, ever 
thought they would be collaborating with epidemiologists and 
environmental engineers to develop appropriate advice and protocols 
for our industry. 
In my fi rst trip in an airplane since February, I travelled to Colorado 
State University to sing into a variety of instruments to measure the amount 
of aerosols I produce while singing a variety of songs and vocal exercises. 
My data will be combined with over 100 other subjects to help inform us all 
about how we can safely return to concert venues for live performances. I am 
confi dent that we will fi nd a combination of mitigation measures that will 
allow many to do so, but continue to be concerned about the sustained 
negative impact on colleagues around the world in the meantime. Mask 
up, friends and colleagues.
—  ALLEN HENDERSON, DMA, PROFESSOR, DEPT. OF MUSIC
R E S E A R C H  &  C R E A T I V I T Y
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WATERS COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
Staying Active During COVID-19 
Prolonged physical inactivity has a potent eff ect on the mind and 
body. It can shorten the lifespan, reduce the quality of life, increase 
health care costs and reduce the age of chronic disease onset (Booth 
et al., 2020). This is of concern because pre-existing chronic disease 
seems to worsen the eff ect of COVID-19 (CDC, 2020). Preliminary 
evidence also suggests activity is down (Fitbit, 2020). 
We intuitively know that exercise is benefi cial. But, how does it 
work? Simply stated, the alteration between exercise (i.e. designed 
stress) and recovery (i.e. sleep, nutrition) leads to an enhanced and 
resilient state. However, concern grows when we try to do too much —
too soon. O en, a proverbial “fl ip of the switch” results in exercise of 
unaccustomed intensity or duration. Sweat rate, exhaustion or soreness 
are not good indicators. Rather, long-term adherence should 
be prioritized. 
Masks may limit exercise performance. Evidence from medical grade 
masks (i.e. FFP2/N95) showed a reduction in peak capacity (Fikenzer 
et al., 2020). Nonetheless, masks are worn to reduce airborne droplets 
and thus, the transmission of the virus. That means exercise tolerance 
will most likely be lowered. It may not be the time for personal records. 
If you’re returning to physical activity during COVID-19, please 
gradually return to exercise in a slow and stepwise manner (Metzl et 
al., 2020). 
If you’re exercising for the fi rst time, complete a PAR-Q+ 
(physical activity readiness questionnaire for everyone) to identify 
any limitations that may aff ect your ability to exercise. You can 
complete one here:  
GeorgiaSouthern.edu/parq
If you were diagnosed (or 
suspected) with COVID-19, 
consult your health care 
provider prior to the 
resumption of exercise. This 
is extremely important for 
those with preexisting heart 
or lung conditions. Exercise 
should not resume if you 
have ongoing symptoms 
(Metzl et al., 2020). If 
otherwise healthy, exercise 
should not occur until you 
are 7-day asymptomatic 
(Metzl et al., 2020). If you develop symptoms (i.e. chest pain, fever, 
heart palpitations, shortness of breath) during exercise, contact your 
health care provider. 
Collectively, start small and maintain that standard before 
progressing. See the American College of Sports Medicine guidelines 
for further information. References are available upon request.
— NICK J. SIEKIRK, PH.D., M.S., CSCS, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SCIENCES AND KINESIOLOGY
JIANN-PING HSU COLLEGE OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Telehealth - Delivering Health Care Safely during 
COVID-19 and into the Future
You just noticed a rash on your skin. You’d like to get a doctor’s 
opinion, so you reach for your computer to schedule a telehealth visit. 
In recent months, this scenario has become commonplace. COVID-19 
has launched telehealth into mainstream health care delivery as 
patient and provider willingness to use telehealth has dramatically 
increased following the pandemic. Telehealth allows patients to 
receive medical treatment without being physically present with their 
provider, using either phone or video conferencing technologies. 
The pandemic has forced many providers to adopt telehealth to 
eliminate patient, provider and staff  exposures that are associated 
with traditional face-to-face visits, and to assure the fi nancial viability 
of their organizations as they adapt to pandemic-focused fears of 
their patients. This increased and widespread adoption of telehealth 
has been valuable in ensuring the continuity of care, especially for 
vulnerable and high-risk patients.  
Advances in technology and the widespread availability of internet-
enabled devices have created an environment where virtual health 
care can thrive. Further, there is a signifi cant proportion of the 
population that embraces the utilization of technology and virtual 
communication, having experienced the availability of SMART devices 
for most of their lives. This creates a consumer base that now expects 
and demands virtual accessibility to health care services in addition to 
in-person options, mirroring the evolution of consumer expectations 
being witnessed across several sectors, including higher education.
Even though it is not expected to completely eliminate face-to-face 
interaction, the pandemic has proven that there is a place for this 
mode of health care delivery along the 
continuum of care. To aid in anchoring 
telehealth within the system of care, 
the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 
Services (CMS), through the CARES Act, 
has expanded coverage for telehealth 
services for the Medicare population and 
for safety net providers including Rural 
Health Clinics, Federally Qualifi ed Health 
Centers and others. Nationwide, health 
care providers and plans are embracing 
the promise of telehealth and have also 
increased investments in telehealth. 
Telehealth has proven to be an essential 
service - even in rural areas. Just as in our 
personal lives we rarely return to previous levels of 
technology once we advance, so is true in health care 
delivery.  
— BETTYE A. APENTENG, PH.D., ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, DEPT. 
OF HEALTH POLICY AND MGMT.; LINDA KIMSEY, PH.D.,  ASSOCIATE 
PROFESSOR, DEPT. OF HEALTH POLICY AND MGMT.; SAMUEL T. OPOKU, 
MBCHB, PH.D.,  ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, DEPT. OF HEALTH POLICY AND 
MGMT.; ANGIE PEDEN, MPH, ASST. DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR PUBLIC 
HEALTH PRACTICE AND RESEARCH; CHARLES F. OWENS, MSA, DIRECTOR, 
CENTER FOR PUBLIC HEALTH PRACTICE AND RESEARCH; WILLIAM MASE, 
PH.D., ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, DEPT. OF HEALTH POLICY AND MGMT.
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COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
Building a Food Oasis in a Pandemic
FOOD DESERTS 
Many neighborhoods across the country 
lack a key component: a local grocery store. 
For many Savannahians, food insecurity 
is a daily reality – one the COVID-19 
pandemic has exacerbated. “Food deserts” 
are areas, o en urban and low-income, 
where fresh, nutritional food is not readily 
accessible, especially for those without 
vehicles. Food insecurity is a challenge for 
13.2% of Chatham and 15.6% of Bulloch 
counties' 61,700 people, according to 
Feeding America’s 2018 survey. In some 
neighborhoods, the only readily available 
food is from convenience stores. 
One solution is to bring food production 
back to the local level. The Sustainable 
Aquaponics Research Center’s (SARC) 
4,100-square-foot greenhouse on the 
Armstrong Campus facilitates this research, 
including ways to implement localized, self-
suffi  cient farming systems. Can aquaponics 
help revitalize some of the food deserts in 
Savannah?
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Supporting Children’s Mental Health 
Needs During the Global Pandemic
The global pandemic resulting from COVID-19 has created 
signifi cant disruption across all of the domains of our lives that 
normally provide us with stability and consistency. Our physical, 
emotional, social, vocational and spiritual pursuits have decreased 
and (in some cases) ceased.  Disruption in any one area can increase 
symptoms of anxiety and depression within a population; disruption 
in multiple domains simultaneously has potential for serious mental 
health concerns. These challenges are certainly experienced within 
our adult existences, but they also apply to our 
children’s worlds and daily functioning. As 
such, parents must acknowledge and 
support children in ways that promote 
social and emotional adjustment.
While fears are certainly 
warranted during these 
exceptional times, parents 
should remember that children 
will take their cues from their 
moms and dads. Parents should 
explain their own concerns on 
a level that is appropriate for 
each child without expressing 
panic or hopelessness. Then, 
follow this with a discussion highlighting the specifi c action steps that 
the family is taking to keep everyone safe and healthy including social 
distancing, mask wearing and handwashing.  Overtly discussing your 
preventive eff orts to protect the health and safety of family members 
and friends should provide a greater sense of positivity and control. 
Parents should also closely monitor their children’s television and 
social media consumption to ensure that the information that children 
are exposed to is emotionally tempered, factually accurate and 
consistent with the family’s own messaging and eff orts. Simple steps 
like establishing a consistent daily routine and providing a structured 
sleep schedule can go a long way toward counteracting children’s fear 
and anxiety during this and other stressful situations.
Parents should rest assured that most children will fare well even 
during these diffi  cult circumstances. However, if a child has other risk 
factors for mental health concerns like previous trauma, recent loss 
of a loved one, or environmental instability, and/or the child exhibits 
signifi cant changes in behavior or temperament, parents should 
contact a mental health professional for further consultation 
or evaluation.
—DAWN TYSINGER, PH. D, PROFESSOR, DEPT. OF LEADERSHIP, 
TECHNOLOGY AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND 
JEFFREY TYSINGER, PH.D.,  PROFESSOR, DEPT. OF LEADERSHIP, 
TECHNOLOGY AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
WHAT IS AQUAPONICS? 
Aquaponics is the union of aquaculture 
and hydroponics. Aquaculture farms fi sh, 
but traditionally requires large inputs of 
water and generates wastewater that must 
be dealt with properly. Hydroponics grows 
plants without soil, requiring large amounts 
of fertilizer. Aquaponics combines the two 
into a single closed-loop system by using fi sh 
waste as fertilizer for the plants, and using 
the plants to clean the water for the fi sh. This 
combination creates a functional, constructed 
ecosystem that reduces water use and 
pollution.
HOW AQUAPONICS HELPS DURING A 
PANDEMIC
SARC facilitates research in sustainable 
agriculture. Food deserts and supply chains 
broken by COVID-19 can be replaced with 
local self-suffi  ciency within communities. 
Since the pandemic began, SARC 
has donated excess chard, kale, 
chives, and lettuce to Second 
Harvest, a local food bank, and Savannah 
restaurants like Pounce and Spudnik that 
provided meals to homeless members of the 
community and their pets. Aquaponics can 
bring relief to local food deserts, by putting a 
food oasis in our backyards.
— BRIGETTE BRINTON, 
CURATOR OF SARC AQUAPONICS 
R E S E A R C H  &  C R E A T I V I T Y
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In March of 2020 it became evident that 
the COVID-19 pandemic was resulting in 
substantial shortages of Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE). Health care workers 
risked their lives in the care of their COVID 
patients by using homemade PPE devices 
and recycling single-use PPE devices. As 
the adage goes, necessity is the mother 
of invention and in this case, hobbyists, 
engineers, scientists, and medical personnel 
familiar with 3D printing answered the call 
by developing computer aided design (CAD) 
models and printing PPE devices for use in 
hospital settings. These PPE devices were 
initially respirators, but then extended to 
faceshield components and recently even 
nasal swabs for COVID testing. Thus far, 
3D printing has proven itself to be at most a 
stop-gap measure to our nation’s shortage of 
PPE and other pandemic related resources. 
But why has 3D printing only been a stopgap 
measure and how did we get here?
Colloquially, 3D printing represents the 
family of manufacturing techniques in which 
a 3D printer uses a CAD model to “print” a 
physical model one layer at a time. Georgia 
Southern used its 3D printers to print 
respirators which were then evaluated at a 
local hospital. The printed respirators had a 
suboptimal fi t for a generic user. Additionally, 
3D printing systems have limited throughput 
compared to other manufacturing techniques 
such as injection molding. Thus, 3D printed 
respirators can play a short-term role in 
emergency situations where there are limited 
PPE resources available. But again, how did 
we get here?
Even before a 2005 national strategy 
for pandemic response was developed 
by the U.S. Homeland Security Council, 
both government and non-government 
organizations were sounding the alarm 
about more frequent pandemics and the 
need to enhance our national stockpiles 
of PPE and related pandemic resources. 
Pandemic preparedness is not something 
we usually think about until we are directly 
impacted by it. 
There is a Haitian proverb, “Deye mon, 
gen mon.” meaning, “beyond mountains, 
there are mountains.” Our nation’s scientists 
have forecasted more frequent pandemics. 
And when that next pandemic comes, will we 
dare ask,  “how did we get here?
—  WAYNE M. JOHNSON, PH.D., PROFESSOR, 
DEPT. OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ALLEN E. PAULSON COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND COMPUTING
Pandemic 3D Printing: How Did We Get Here?
COLLEGE OF BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
The Digital Divide
For anyone who regularly uses the internet for school, work and 
entertainment, it’s hard to imagine, but many of our neighbors and 
some of our students live in the gap known as the digital divide. The 
digital divide, or the fact that a substantial percentage of people 
are limited in their use of the internet and other communication 
technology by social factors, has been recognized as a burgeoning 
issue since 2000. People experiencing poverty, the elderly, and 
people in rural areas can all fall into the digital divide. As technology 
accelerates, people in the digital divide are disproportionately 
aff ected by the speed at which technology changes.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, with many people working from 
home, schools moving to remote instruction, and communications and 
assistance related to the pandemic moving online, people living in 
the digital divide are having a diffi  cult time. Recent surveys show that 
4.4 million households in America do not have regular access to the 
internet and in homes where the internet is always available, over 23 
million families depend on devices from their child’s school district 
(usafacts.org/articles/internet-access-students-at-home). 
In rural southeast Georgia, where the poverty rate is upwards of 35% 
(datausa.io/profi le/geo/portal-ga), many families cannot aff ord the cost 
of broadband internet, and use smartphones or tablets to access the 
internet. These solutions are o¡ en budgeted for by purchasing minutes 
per month and cannot accommodate the time needed to participate in 
virtual education. Families in this situation depend on public wi-fi , but 
with schools closing and libraries maintaining limited hours due to the 
pandemic, even this solution is not enough. 
In southeast Georgia, many of our neighbors live in the digital divide 
and expanding access to technology and information has become 
especially relevant during the pandemic. Projects that expand access 
will have lasting positive outcomes for children and families in our area.
— HEIDI M. ALTMAN, PH.D., 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ANTHROPOLOGY
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EXCHANGE 
Martín Gendelman, DMA, associate professor 
and head of Georgia Southern’s music theory 
and composition area in the Department of 
Music, has always had an interest in creating 
new music opportunities for students. Last 
year, he created an opportunity that crossed 
continents. 
“This is one of our most ambitious projects,” 
said Gendelman. “We formed a collaboration 
with Der Gelbe Klang, an ensemble of 
contemporary classical music from Munich, 
Germany, that we call the International New 
Music Collaboration Project.”
The conductor of Der Gelbe Klang, 
Armando Merino, came to Georgia Southern 
and worked with some of the students 
and area musicians to present a concert of 
new classical music never before played 
in Georgia.  As part of the project, Merino 
invited two students to go to Munich and 
work with him and his ensemble.
“When I went to Munich, I was thinking 
how I could bring some of that international 
mindset back over here,” said David 
Arambulo (‘19), now a music education 
alumnus.
Arambulo is an instrumental music teacher 
at Coffee Middle School in Douglas, Georgia,  
teaching at the school he attended as a 
middle-schooler. He says his experience in 
Munich gave him new insight into teaching 
music to children.
“The whole new music aspect has given me 
the mindset of having kids compose their own 
music and explore their own sounds as well, 
and to learn how to appreciate other aspects 
of music and keep your mind open,” he said.
For Gendelman, he hopes it will be the first 
of many similar collaborations that will inspire 
future students as well.
“I think it was the first time that the Georgia 
Southern Department of Music has had a 
collaboration with a European, or any other 
professional ensemble,” he said. “So the idea 
is to try to grow from here. To be able to bring 
professionals here, have them work with 
our students and share their knowledge and 
their skills, and then have our students go 
over there. 
“It’s an exciting opportunity.” —LIZ WALKER
NEW INTERNATIONAL MUSIC 
COLLABORATION PROJECT CREATES 
ADDITIONAL AVENUE FOR MUSICIAN 
DEVELOPMENT
OF NOTES
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GEORGIA SOUTHERN AWARDED MORE THAN $6 MILLION 
FOR SCHOLARSHIPS FOR DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS 
GRANT AWARDS FOR 
FACULTY ON THE RISE
$1.3 MILLION GRANT TO 
HELP DISADVANTAGED 
STUDENTS
Georgia Southern University is the recipient 
of two grants totaling $6.5 million from 
the U.S. Health Resources and Services 
Administration (HRSA). Both grants are from 
the agency’s Scholarships for Disadvantaged 
Students (SDS)Program. Nandi A. Marshall, 
DrPH, and Joseph Telfair, DrPH, faculty 
members in the Jiann-Ping Hsu College of 
Public Health (JPHCOPH) secured a $3.25 
million grant that will be awarded over the 
next five years in annual installments of 
$650,000 for scholarships to qualifying 
students in the Master of Public Health or 
Doctor of Public Health programs at Georgia 
Southern.  
“We hope these funds can remove barriers 
for students who want to pursue graduate-
level education, but due to financial 
constraints have otherwise been unable to 
continue their education.” said JPHCOPH 
Dean Stuart Tedders, Ph.D. “The timing 
of this grant could not be better as our 
communities have come to realize the critical 
role public health plays in society and the 
need we have for more practitioners. I am 
thrilled that Drs. Marshall and Telfair have 
secured these funds for our students.”
Students may receive individual 
scholarships of up to $40,000. 
“We are excited about the opportunity 
for funding, but this program also aims 
to intentionally expose our students 
to opportunities that serve medically 
underserved communities,” said Marshall. 
“We look forward to continuing to work with 
our partners to ensure our public health 
students can put our mission of eliminating 
health inequities into practice.”
 $3.25 MILLION GRANT TO 
INCREASE DIVERSITY IN 
HEALTH PROFESSIONS
Keith Belcher, Ph.D., director of the Medical 
Laboratory Science program at Georgia 
Southern University, is the recipient of 
another HRSA grant valued at $3.25 million. 
The grant funds scholarships designed to 
increase diversity in the health professions 
and nursing workforce.
“We are excited about the opportunity to 
support students in the Medical Laboratory 
Science program,” said Barry Joyner, Ph.D., 
dean of the Waters College of Health 
Professions. “Our goal is to produce quality 
health care professionals, but we need a 
health care workforce that represents our 
communities. Greater diversity in healthcare 
professionals has been associated with 
improved access to health care for minority 
patients. With this grant, we will help 
address this need for greater diversity in the 
workforce.” 
Belcher and co-investigators Charlotte 
Bates, DHSc, Amy Chall and Carol Jordan, 
designed the grant specifically for eligible 
students seeking a Bachelor of Science in 
Medical Laboratory Science (MLS). Through 
2025, up to $650,000 will be available 
each year for scholarships. The Scholarships 
for Disadvantaged Students program 
promotes diversity among the health 
professions by providing financial awards 
to academic institutions that use the funds 
for scholarships to diverse students from 
disadvantaged backgrounds who are enrolled 
full time in an eligible health profession or 
nursing program.
Georgia Southern University faculty received a significant increase in 
grants and contract funding for research in the 2020 fiscal year. Faculty 
and staff received 144 awards totaling $10.7 million, which is nearly a 67% 
increase over the previous year. The University received $6.4 million in 
FY2019 and $5.6 million in FY2018. This year marks the first time that 
faculty-led research at Georgia Southern broke the $10 million threshold.
Vice Provost for Research Christopher Curtis, Ph.D., praised the faculty 
for their achievements. 
“These are highly competitive awards from the state, the federal 
government and private enterprises,” he said. “To grow our research 
portfolio in a national environment of diminishing funding is truly 
remarkable and a testament to the intellectual firepower and creativity of 
our professors. Georgia Southern is a Public Impact Research university, 
which means that the success of these researchers will be felt well beyond 
the confines of the University and will extend across the region.”  
Faculty engage in research that contributes significantly to the 
University’s $1.4 billion economic impact on the coastal region and that 
makes Georgia Southern a leading Public Impact Research university in 
the Southeast.
The Allen E. Paulson College of Engineering and Computing, the 
College of Science and Mathematics and the Jiann-Ping Hsu College 
of Public Health each received over $2 million in sponsored awards 
in FY2020.
A $1.3 million, five-year Student Support Services (SSS) 
grant from the U.S. Department of Education will help 
140 disadvantaged students on the Armstrong and 
Liberty campuses succeed academically. This is the 
University’s second consecutive SSS grant.
“We are elated that we have another five years to pour 
into the lives of these students who are o¦en considered 
underrepresented,” said Corine Ackerson-Jones, director 
of TRIO Student Support Services. “I am truly blessed 
to have an awesome staff, a great support system within 
my division and strong collaborative commitments 
throughout the University. Of the students we have 
already served, 25% have graduated and 44% are still 
enrolled at Georgia Southern. It took the entire village to 
accomplish this.”
SSS helps college students who are low-income, 
first-generation or have disabilities. The grant provides 
various services that include tutoring, financial literacy 
and financial aid workshops, career and college 
mentoring, academic advising, course selection and other 
academic and personal assistance. 
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In a year marked 
by overwhelming 
obstacles, a 
fl uctuating schedule 
and a wildly changing 
roster, the Georgia 
Southern Eagles football team fought for 
every win, and capped their 8-5 season with a 
dominating 38-3 win over Louisiana Tech in the 
R+L Carriers New Orleans Bowl on Dec. 23. The 
Eagles off ense, led by quarterback Shai Werts, 
gained 448 yards of total off ense with 322 yards 
rushing. The Eagles defense put on their most 
relentless performance of the year, with four 
interceptions, three sacks and seven tackles for a 
loss, holding the Bulldogs to just 232 total yards. 
Louisiana Tech entered the game 9-0 against Sun 
Belt teams, and boasted a 6-0 bowl win record, 
the longest active streak in college football. 
Georgia Southern was one of only two teams 
in the FBS to play a 12-game season during this 
pandemic year.
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It was supposed to be a blowout.
Campbell University, a middle-tier, lower-
division program from North Carolina, 
should’ve been an easy meal for an Eagles 
team looking to shake off a roller coaster 
offseason marred by the pandemic. 
Instead, the Eagles took the home field 
without 33 of their players, several of them 
starters. Some were sidelined with COVID-19, 
some were injured, and some were pulled at 
the coach’s discretion.
In a game that fans expected to be lopsided, 
the Eagles had to fight for every point with 
whoever was available. In the fourth quarter, 
they were trailing the Camels 20-13 before 
winning the game in a nail-biting finish.
For Shai Werts, senior quarterback for 
Georgia Southern, challenges like this have 
been familiar territory. In four years as starter 
for the Eagles, he’s faced some of the most 
difficult and unimaginable obstacles a young 
player — a young man — could ever face. In 
spite of that, he’s not only become one of the 
greatest quarterbacks to ever play for the 
University, but he’s also grown into the model 
of a Georgia Southern man.
“We talk about identity,” said Head Football 
Coach Chad Lunsford. “We talk about being 
blue collar. We talk about being disciplined 
and tough. He’s definitely got a great work 
ethic. He is a very self-disciplined person. 
And when we talk about toughness, it’s not 
just physical. We talk about mental toughness 
and, you know, for what he’s had to overcome 
and what he’s had to face adversity-wise, he’s 
definitely tough.”
When Werts joined the Eagles back in 
2016, he wasn’t used to losing. He’d just 
finished a dazzling four-year run as the starting 
quarterback for the Newberry High School 
Bulldogs in Newberry, South Carolina.
During his tenure as QB1, Werts accounted 
for more than 6,000 yards and 73 touchdowns 
and was named the 2015 High School Sports 
Report - South Carolina High School League 
Division I AA Offensive Player of the Year. 
247Sports rated him the No. 37 dual-threat 
quarterback in the country.
At Georgia Southern, however, he arrived 
on a team in transition. As he rode the bench 
his redshirt freshman year, he watched a 
bowl-winning team that went 9-4 the previous 
season flounder at 5-7 under a new coach. 
And when he finally made his debut as starting 
quarterback the next year, under a new 
offensive coordinator and brand new offense, 
the Eagles lost six games in a row.
“I took every loss on the chin,” he said. 
“That year was probably one of the lowest 
A GEORGIA 
SOUTHERN MAN
Shai Werts Overcomes Obstacles 
on and off the Gridiron
ATH L E T I C S
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points of my life — one of the lowest points in 
my playing career, but I persevered through it 
all. I didn’t tuck my tail. I didn’t run from the 
competition. I didn’t run from the naysayers.”
The losing season alone would’ve been 
enough to sap the confidence of any college 
quarterback, but before Werts could even 
begin to work for his vindication on the 
field, he was dealing with crushing personal 
struggles off of it.
During the 2018 football camp, Werts and 
his family lost everything in a house fire. No 
one was hurt, but Werts couldn’t be there 
with his family to sort through the ashes of 
their grief. Eagle Nation rallied behind the 
quarterback and his family, raising money to 
help them rebuild their lives. For anyone else, 
the calamity might have served as a distraction. 
For Werts, it was motivation.
The Eagles soared in 2018, going 10-3 and 
winning one of the most thrilling bowl games 
of the year against Eastern Michigan. It was 
a singular moment for the team, a moment 
they couldn’t imagine being overshadowed 
by anything. But at the beginning of the 2019 
season, Werts would face his most grueling 
personal trial.
As he was traveling to Georgia Southern 
to report for football camp, police in Saluda, 
South Carolina, stopped Werts for speeding 
and subjected him to a contentious interview 
which led them to search his car.
Police noticed a white substance on the 
hood, which Werts swore was “bird poop.” 
A field test kit said it was cocaine. He was 
arrested for speeding and misdemeanor 
possession of cocaine. In an instant, everything 
he worked for, all of his ambitions and his 
future hung in the balance.
“If you looked at how the headlines were 
portraying it, you would think I was 100% 
guilty. No doubt,” said Werts. “So you’ve got all 
these different kinds of stories. In my cell I’m 
thinking, ‘How am I going to explain this? Are 
they going to believe me? Are they going to 
think I’m lying?’”
Werts was suspended from the team 
pending the investigation, but Lunsford went 
to bat for his quarterback. Lawyers quickly had 
the substance examined with a more reliable 
substance test, and it was found to be bird 
poop. Werts was cleared, but it didn’t make 
everything go away.
“The arrest, it messed with me a lot,” he 
said. “It was traumatic. I expected that when 
I got out of it, things would go just back to 
normal. It was really the complete opposite. 
I couldn’t really sleep. Eventually, I felt like 
I wasn’t really there. I didn’t have a terrible 
season, but I didn’t have the season I worked 
for and that I know I should’ve had.”
The Eagles went 7-5 that year, and suffered 
a tough bowl loss against a strong Liberty 
University team. Family members and 
teammates say Werts didn’t talk about the arrest 
or about his internal struggles, but he would find 
his voice in the midst of even more adversity.
As 2020 brought the coronavirus pandemic 
and threw the football season into question, 
Werts like many Americans was confronted with 
the realities of racial injustice aer the killing of 
George Floyd by police in Minneapolis. Werts 
was asked to speak publicly about the feelings 
he’d held onto so closely.
“What if that was me that night? It could’ve 
easily been me,” he said. “It’s things like that 
that were continually playing in my head for a 
few days. I know how my family felt, and I only 
spent 18 hours in the county jail. Imagine how 
his family feels and they’re never going to see 
him again.”
In September 2020, during football camp, 
Werts led his teammates in a peaceful Black 
Lives Matter march. For the young quarterback 
and his teammates, it was a way to express the 
pain they were feeling inside. For Lunsford, it 
was a way to support his players.
“There’s a lot of pressure being the 
quarterback at Georgia Southern,” Lunsford 
said. “But there’s a lot more pressure on 
him being a young black man that is the 
quarterback at Georgia Southern who does 
have a big platform. I’m just amazed at how 
he’s grown through this whole thing.”
Despite all the obstacles, Werts ranks among 
the top quarterbacks in Georgia Southern 
history. Aer the Eagles dominating bowl win 
in New Orleans, Werts has 34 career passing 
touchdowns, tied with legendary Eagles QB 
Tracy Ham. He is a member of the 3,000-3,000 
club with more than 3,000 passing and rushing 
yards, and is currently second for total career 
offensive yards with 6,860, behind Ham's 8,969.
Coach Lunsford once asked his quarterback 
what he wanted his legacy to be at Georgia 
Southern. Without hesitation, Werts answered, 
“I’m going to be the best quarterback to ever 
play for the Eagles.
“I feel like if you don’t have that kind of 
confidence when you step on the field, you 
don’t need to be playing this sport. I respect the 
hell out of Tracy Ham. I respect the hell out of 
Jayson Foster. But at the end of the day, when 
I leave here, I want to be known as one of the 
best quarterbacks to ever put on a jersey.
“So they’ll say every time that boy there 
stepped on the field, he gave it his all.”
No matter what stood in his way. 
— DOY CAVE
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It all started from scratch  — just the way Michael Schetzel (’94) likes to 
do things. 
Schetzel got an internship with the Savannah Olympic Committee 
during the final semester of his master’s program in sport management. 
This led to a temporary position with the Atlanta Committee for the 
Olympic Games. The Committee tasked him with organizing the 
ticketing for sailing events in Savannah for the ’96 Olympics and if he 
could, figure out a way to make it a spectator sport, creating the first 
Olympic spectator sailing program in history. Quite the responsibility 
for an intern. Schetzel’s plan was so successful, the Committee hired 
him to run the ’96 Olympic sailing spectator program. 
That was the beginning of a 25-plus year career in sports that has 
included the ’96 Olympics, Madison Square Garden, a World Series 
ring and a Major League Soccer cup.
HOW DID HE GET THERE?
In Schetzel’s junior year as an undergraduate at Brigham Young 
University, he switched gears from political science and started looking 
into sport management graduate schools. 
“I decided I didn’t want to be a lawyer, which was my original 
goal,” said Schetzel. “I decided I really wanted to work in sports and I 
wanted to know how to go about doing that. I'm not an athlete. I never 
coached. Played a little bit of lacrosse, but that was it.”
Schetzel found there were only a handful of schools that offered a 
master's program in the business side of sport management. Georgia 
Southern was one of them, so he enrolled.
FAST FORWARD TO THE MAJOR LEAGUES
Schetzel’s success with the Olympics led to a job with Madison Square 
Garden’s non-major league sports division which ultimately led to the 
director of sales for the Boston Red Sox –– his dream job. But soon 
aer their World series win, Schetzel obliged his family by moving out 
west. Besides, he was itching to try something new or build something 
from scratch again.
Schetzel became involved with the National Hot Rod Association in 
Los Angeles, arena football, minor league hockey and Major League 
Soccer (MLS) –– managing ticket operations for Rio Tinto Stadium in 
Salt Lake City, Utah. While there, the team won a MLS cup, Schetzel’s 
second championship team.  
Schetzel got the itch again to start things from scratch, so he 
helped the WNBA Dallas Wings get going. Then an opportunity arose 
to be VP of sales for the fledgling –– soon to become MLS soccer 
team in Nashville.
He helped the Nashville Soccer Club reach the MLS level. But as 
usual, aer Nashville achieved MLS status, Schetzel wanted a new 
challenge, and that opened in December of 2019.  When the vice 
president of marketing for Nashville Soccer Club became president 
of FC Tulsa, he enticed Schetzel to come over with him as chief 
business officer.
“We've come here to try to revitalize soccer in Tulsa,” said 
Schetzel. “We're looking to really make this one of the premier teams 
in the league.”
Schetzel firmly believes credit for his many successes in sports 
goes to Georgia Southern, and tries to give back whenever he can. He 
frequently speaks about the department’s successes to future students, 
and now as a member of the new Georgia Southern Sport Management 
advisory board, Schetzel will be giving more time to his alma mater. 
LOYAL TO GEORGIA SOUTHERN
And of course he couldn’t leave Nashville without planting the Georgia 
Southern flag firmly in the ground. During his stint there, he found 
another Georgia Southern sport marketing graduate, CJ Berthelson, 
and was in a position to hire him.
“I hired CJ to come work for Nashville Soccer Club, ” said Schetzel. 
“I liked the fact that I had an opportunity to hire a fellow Georgia 
Southern Eagle, and CJ's great.”
CJ GETS AN OPPORTUNITY
Like many kids growing up, CJ Berthelson (‘15) was wild about sports. 
He played every sport he could, watched every game on TV and 
dreamed about going pro in some sport. But by the time he was a 
freshman in high school, Berthelson realized he was not an athlete. 
Being such a huge sports fan, Berthelson was in a quandary as to what 
career path he could take to stay involved in sports.
“One day late in my junior year,  
I was driving home from school 
and I heard an ad on the radio 
for the Georgia Southern Sport 
Management Program,”  
said Berhelsen. “And it was 
something that I had never even 
heard of, never even considered. 
And as soon as I heard that,  
I was like, well, I guess I just  
picked my major.”
GOING PRO
They wanted to go pro in sports, but weren’t athletes. 
What to do? Georgia Southern had the answer.
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Berthelson stayed busy at Georgia Southern. He worked for 
Athletics in the game operations department while a student, and his 
required internship senior year was with Atlanta Motor Speedway.
“I was able to get my first full time job at Atlanta Motor Speedway,” 
said Berthelson. “And while that job ended up not being for me, it was 
very much my first step towards my career in sports. I have Georgia 
Southern to thank for that.”
THE PART OF SPORTS YOU DON’T SEE
Following Atlanta Motor Speedway, Berthelson was able to get his first 
ticket operations job, and has been involved with ticketing ever since.
“I just love it,” said Berthelson. “There are some positions on a 
sports staff where you may never actually meet fans or people in other 
departments. But I'm able to work with all departments. And all fans 
that come to the game, If they want to get in, they have to have a ticket.”
Thanks to Schetzel, Berthelson has been working with the Nashville 
Soccer Club since its early days building a fanbase. Now as a major 
league team, he has seen the franchise come full circle with their first 
MLS game.
“To see 60,000 people come in the door and to watch kickoff was 
amazing,” said Berthelson. That was definitely the highlight of my 
career so far and something that I'll cherish forever.” 
Two men who weren’t athletes wanted to work in sports, and 
succeeded. They graduated from the Georgia Southern Sport 
Management Program 21 years apart, but True Blue spirit brought 
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Brian Burg: ‘We believe 
in a hard day’s work 
and doing right’
A coach's fi rst year on the job can be unpredictable. But Brian Burg 
believes his drive and work ethic will make his fi rst year at Georgia 
Southern a successful one.
“I feel extremely fortunate to have the opportunity to be the head 
coach of the men’s basketball program here at Georgia Southern,” he 
said. “This is a dream come true. I believe that Georgia Southern is a 
hidden gem and that we are a microcosm of this region. We believe in a 
hard day’s work and doing right.”
Hired for his fi rst head coaching job in late March, Burg’s transition 
to Georgia Southern occurred in the early days of the coronavirus 
pandemic. However, he still managed to assemble his coaching staff  and 
recruit nine new student-athletes.
 “It has been a great transition,” he said. “I have been limited 
meeting people due to the pandemic, but I hit the ground running to 
put together a staff  immediately. Once we assembled our tremendous 
staff  with experience, we worked tirelessly to recruit players that fi t 
the Georgia Southern mold. We were fortunate to get our players on 
campus this summer and work with them in developing our culture and 
philosophy to have success both on and off  the court.”
 Burg arrived at Georgia Southern with nearly a decade of 
experience as an assistant coach at the Division I level. He was hired 
from Texas Tech where he helped lead the Red Raiders to the 2019 
NCAA National Championship game and the Big 12 Conference 
regular-season championship. “It was a surreal experience,” he said, to 
compete in the Final Four.
“Several factors allowed us to have success, but the main 
characteristic was a team that was extremely unselfi sh,” Burg said. 
“They all cared about each other and the priority was all about winning. 
Through some adversity during the season, the players came to the 
realization that they achieved more through team success and they 
sacrifi ced for each other. We had a mature group that approached each 
day with a chip on their shoulder and a goal in mind.”
Burg takes over an Eagles team that won 80 games over the past 
four seasons and said he could not have asked for a better situation 
than coaching at a university that “has a rich tradition in winning.” He 
expressed pride in his staff  and said their number one priority is to 
build relationships based on trust with the student-athletes. 
“One of the priorities when I was hired was to assemble a staff  
that has great experience, a winning culture and guys that just want 
to roll their sleeves up to put in an honest day’s work,” he said. 
“I have been extremely fortunate to surround myself with future 
head coaches. Each staff  member has spent time at the Power 5 
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level and have all won at a high rate. The key 
characteristic for our staff  is running a player 
fi rst program that is based on solid relationships 
with our student-athletes.”
Burg explained his player fi rst program means 
the coaching staff  works each day to instill a sense 
of confi dence in the student-athletes to help them 
develop a winning mentality.
“We want to make sure our players are taken 
care of and put into a situation each day for 
success,” Burg said. …“We have discipline, 
accountability and real relationships. We work 
each day to have consistency and execute our 
‘process’ so that the players can develop both 
on and off  the court. Every member of the 
program approaches each day with a chip on 
their shoulder. This is our winning mentality and 
a lot of that comes from each player and staff  
members’ stories.”
Burg, a native of Houston, Texas, knows 
fi rst-hand the impact a coach can have on 
players’ lives.
“My father is my hero and I was raised by his life 
lessons,” Burg said. “He lives his life and runs his 
company based on the teachings his college coach 
provided him. This carried over throughout my life 
and allowed me to have a passion for coaching. 
… We believe in being unselfi sh, putting in a hard 
day’s work, sacrifi cing for others and being able 
to handle adversity. Coaching on Monday night 
in the national championship in front of 78,000 
people is moving, but a random phone call from a 
former player stating that you impacted their life 
and helped guide them to success a er basketball 
gives myself and our staff  chills.”
Less than a year into his new job, the basketball 
coach said he enjoys coming to work each day and 
never feeling like it is actually work.
“I enjoy the people I am around and seeing 
young men turn into men by the daily culture 
that we emphasize each day,” he said. “They 
have bought into our ‘process’ and what we do 
on a daily basis. We have had major gains in the 
weight room, in our nutrition and on the court. We 
constantly emphasize that you can control your 
attitude and your eff ort. This group has done a 
great job of focusing on those characteristics and 
approaching each day with a winning mentality.”
As enthusiastic as he is about taking over the 
basketball program, the coach is just as excited 
about Georgia Southern fans.
“Packing Hanner Fieldhouse is a priority once 
we work through the pandemic protocols, but 
there is a direct correlation between fans in the 
seats and winning,” he said. “Our staff  is working 
to build quality relationships in the community 
as well as on campus with our students. Hanner 
Fieldhouse is the toughest place to play in the Sun 
Belt. We appreciate the support and look forward 
to seeing everyone this year in Hanner. GATA.”
— SANDRA BENNETT
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TRAINING ON AIR 
Multimedia Development Center Jumpstarts Careers 
for Georgia Southern Alumni
If you’ve ever watched the Georgia Southern 
Eagles on ESPN or streamed an on-campus 
live event, such as graduation, it was probably 
produced by the Multimedia Development 
Center (MDC) at Georgia Southern. While 
the MDC specializes in producing live events, 
as well as producing Emmy Award-winning 
videos, it also is in the business of getting 
student workers ready for a career in media.
Shelby Head (’19), Allen Lincoln (’15, ’16) 
and Antoine Sinclair (’15), who work at ESPN, 
CNN and DAZN, respectively, got industry-
standard training from working at the MDC 
with fellow alumnus Art Berger (’85), who has 
been director of the MDC since 2011.
“We really emphasize that young people 
who are in this program concentrate on 
hands-on experience,” Berger said. “We 
broadcast  about 160 large events a year, 
including Georgia Southern’s graduation 
as well as a number of other multi-camera 
live events. The students are able to get a 
very good sense of what it's like to be in a 
professional live environment, which is a very 
big selling point in allowing them to obtain 
the practical experience to go on to further 
their skills aer graduation and be hired in a 
network level job.”
Head is an associate operator at ESPN 
in Bristol, Connecticut. She screens 
programming that re-airs on the ESPN 
networks and looks for inappropriate content, 
such as nudity, swearing or video and audio 
mishaps. Aer screening, she takes the best 
content and makes a more fluid version of 
games and other events for re-air.
“My favorite part of my job is creating 
revisions and taking all of the information that 
I wrote down during the screening process to 
create a more condensed version of a game 
which is more pleasurable for the viewer to 
watch,” she said.
Berger said he makes sure the MDC 
student workers always have a wide variety of 
technical experiences, so they are prepared 
for a  number of potential roles within a network-
level broadcasting environment. Sinclaire 
used his training at the MDC to secure a 
position as a production control room 
operator with DAZN (pronounced “da zone”), 
a live sports streaming platform based in 
Tokyo.
“Working with the MDC introduced 
me to sports production,” Sinclair said. “I 
learned how a camera team operated and 
communicated with a director. I learned how 
to set up and prep cameras, how to produce 
and direct live sports, and what the set up 
and break down process is for a live sporting 
event — the parts most don’t see and how the 
magic happens.”
Lincoln is an operations engineer for CNN/
WarnerMedia in Atlanta. He works in the 
broadcast command center, which is like a 
call center and engineering shop for all of 
CNN/WarnerMedia. In his role, he performs 
quality control to make sure all video, audio 
and graphics are in specs for air. Employees 
also call him if they have problems with their 
broadcast equipment, computers or studio 
equipment.
“I like the fact that we get to interact with 
so many different departments and so many 
different kinds of people,” Lincoln said. “We 
get to assist other engineering teams and get 
to learn about different equipment, so we can 
pass on the info to our coworkers. That's a big 
part for me. We also get to actually work on 
some of the equipment that we are dealing 
with, so we can know what we're talking 
about. We have to know a little bit about 
everything.”
Even though Head was an art major at 
Georgia Southern, she found her career 
in broadcasting through the MDC, where 
the workflow was similar to what she now 
experiences at ESPN. Berger said her story is 
becoming typical for the students that work 
with him.
“Our students coming out of the MDC are 
very sought aer by employers like ESPN 
corporate because these employers don't 
have to train our graduates,” Berger said. 
“They can simply hire students into a skilled 
position right out of college. For example, 
Shelby didn't even know she wanted to go 
into broadcasting. She was an art major, but 
she really applied herself and really worked 
very hard with us and continuously asked for 
advice. At ESPN there were only six positions 
that were hired out of several thousand 
applicants, and because of her dedication 
and professional growth while working at the 
MDC, she was hired at ESPN corporate in 
Bristol.”
Lincoln also majored in a different field 
during his time as an undergrad and got 
broadcast experience at the MDC. He was 
also able to pay for an MBA by working as 
a graduate assistant under Berger. He said 
his experience using the MDC’s equipment 
directly translated to his job at CNN.
“When I was a graduate assistant, the MDC 
was moving to a different area and building a 
new control room, and I assisted in building 
the control room,” Lincoln said. “Me and one 
of the other graduate assistants were pretty 
pivotal in building that engineering control 
room. Once I moved to CNN, I realized that 
literally it was pretty much the same concept 
in terms of setup except on a larger scale. A 
lot of the equipment they used may not have 
been the same manufacturer, but it was used 
in the same way.”
Sinclair has been on TV and in films in 
Japan, and he’s also worked the Rugby World 
Cup as a producer. He said the variety of 
events he covered at the MDC made him 
more versatile professionally. 
“I think the best part about MDC must 
be the real-world live experience you get 
for producing video products,” Sinclair said. 
“One of the great things about the MDC is 
they not only produce sports productions, but 
everything else as well. We never really were 
involved in the business side as students but 
by watching Art interact with clients and staff, 
you get a good idea of how to conduct and 
present one’s self when in that situation.”
MDC alumni aren’t only appreciative of the 
training they received at Georgia Southern, 
but also the memories they made while 
working on broadcasts.
“My favorite part about working at the 
MDC honestly would be the postgame 
break down,” Head said. “Packing up all the 
equipment from the event we just ran and 
riding back to the MDC in the school van all 
together, exhausted, but pumped up from the 
game. I have memories from those times that 
are irreplaceable.” — KYLE DAWSON
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Ava Edwards (’19) has been named the new 
director of Alumni Relations at Georgia 
Southern. Edwards has been with Georgia 
Southern since 2011 and started her new 
position July 13.
“I’m honored and consider it a great 
privilege to take up the baton of serving my 
fellow alumni in this role,” said Edwards. 
“Georgia Southern has a vibrant, talented and 
diverse community of more than 126,000 
living alumni around the globe. Working to 
strengthen alumni connections to our great 
University is fulfilling and rewarding.”
She most recently served as the 
executive assistant to the Vice President 
for Enrollment Management. Edwards has 
served the University in various leadership 
roles including as an advisor to two student 
organizations, chair of Staff Council, co-
chair of the University Awards of Excellence 
Committee, co-chair of the University 
Strategic Planning Committee and has helped 
to host campus-level and University System of 
Georgia events.
Edwards earned a bachelor’s in business 
administration from the University of 
South Carolina-Aiken and is a 2019 MBA 
graduate of the Parker College of Business 
at Georgia Southern. The new director of 
Alumni Relations said she’s proud to serve 
this institution which has given her so much 
and looks forward to engaging with her 
fellow alumni.
“It is our goal to engage, inform and 
celebrate our alumni through networking 
and social events, professional development 
opportunities and avenues for alumni to 
assist students in their career pursuits,” 
she said. “Our ‘40 under 40’ classes, 
distinguished ‘Alumni Awards’ recipients, 
network volunteers and more than 800 
‘Alumni Owned’ business owners are making 
an impact across the country, and they and 
countless others in our alumni network are 
industry leaders and community champions—
they are Georgia Southern’s greatest 
ambassadors.”
Edwards is actively involved in the 
Statesboro community, serving on various 
boards such as Habitat for Humanity and 
the Lynda Brannen Williamson Foundation. 
Months into her new role, she has met 
virtually with many alumni who shared their 
unique Georgia Southern stories. 
“Ultimately, it is great to hear the 
commonality of shared experiences and pride 
that fuel and undergird our passion as alumni 
to encourage the next generation of students, 
serve our communities, lead in our respective 
capacities and aid in advancing the mission 
of Georgia Southern,” she said. “That’s the 
power of the Georgia Southern alumni 
network!”
NEW ALUMNI RELATIONS DIRECTOR 
AT GEORGIA SOUTHERN
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Timothy O’Leary III (’68) has written 
over a dozen novels involving time travel, 
advanced military aircra  and horror.
Z. Andrew Farkas ('70) of Ellicott 
City, Maryland, has retired as professor 
of transportation, and director of the 
transportation research center at Morgan 
State University in Baltimore. He is the son of 
the late Georgia Southern foreign languages 
department head and Emeritus Professor 
Zoltan J. Farkas, and instructor of German, 
Clara M. Farkas.
Billy Hickman (’74) won the special 
election to complete the term of the late Jack 
Hill in the Georgia State Senate. His August 
swearing-in ceremony was held on the lawn 
of the Bulloch County Annex in Statesboro. 
Georgia Supreme Court Justice Michael 
Boggs (‘85) presided over the ceremony. 
Hickman, a Statesboro businessman and 
a certifi ed public accountant, represents 
District 4 in the Georgia Senate. The district 
encompasses Bulloch, Candler, Evans and 
Effi  ngham counties and parts of Emanuel 
and Tattnall counties. State Sen. Hickman 
is an active Georgia Southern alumnus 
who serves on the board of The Georgia 
Southern University Foundation, Inc. and 
on the Accounting Advisory Council in the 
Parker College of Business. He is also an 
inaugural member of the Erk Russell Fund’s, 
the Champion Society, which supports 
the Georgia Southern University Athletic 
Foundation and most importantly, student-
athletes.
Charles David Sikes (’74,’78) of Statesboro 
was re-elected by members of the Georgia 
Board of Public Safety to a four-year year 
term. Sikes has served as a member of the 
board since 2015. The board is generally 
responsible for the oversight of, and policy 
formation and/or approval regarding the 
Georgia Department of Public Safety 
(Georgia State Patrol, Georgia Motor Carrier 
Compliance Division & Georgia State Capitol 
Police); the Georgia Bureau of Investigation 
and the Georgia Public Safety Training 
Center and its academies.
Dr. Louvenia Annette Rainge (’83) has 
been appointed the fi rst woman to head the 
Georgia Dental Association. Rainge has a 
family dental practice in Augusta and she is 
a member of Georgia Southern’s First 500 
alumni network.
Julie Bland Lavender (’83,’85) has 
written the new book, 365 Ways To Love 
Your Child: Turning Little Moments Into 
Lasting Memories. It encourages parents, 
grandparents and other child caregivers to 
fi nd time each day to turn little moments into 
precious memories. 365 Ways To Love Your 
Child is available in bookstores and online. 
Lavender is married to Georgia Southern 
double Eagle, David Lavender, and they 
are the parents of four Georgia Southern 
University graduates.
Philip Abshire (’87) has joined Bernard 
Williams & Company’s Personal Lines 
Division as an account executive. Prior to 
the new position, Abshire was a customer 
delivery executive at Gulfstream Aerospace.
Jeff  Bentley (’87), president and CEO of 
Northwest Federal Credit Union, has been 
recognized as one of the state’s top business 
leaders in Virginia Business magazine’s, 
"Virginia 500 — The 2020 Power List".
Deborah Nelson (’90) has been selected 
as a 2020 Super Lawyer in Washington 
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State. Super Lawyers is a rating service of 
outstanding lawyers who have attained a high 
degree of peer recognition and professional 
achievement. She is a past president of the 
Washington State Association for Justice and 
a past president of the Council of Presidents 
of the American Association for Justice. 
Angie Davis (’92) has been confirmed as 
the clerk of the new statewide business court. 
She was appointed by Georgia Gov. Brian 
Kemp and confirmed by the Georgia House 
of Representatives and Senate Judiciary 
Committee unanimously. Previously, she 
was the longtime clerk of Cobb County 
State Court.
Tommy J. Smith (’94) was selected by Gov. 
Brian Kemp to fill a vacancy on the Superior 
Court of the Middle Judicial Circuit. Smith, 
of Lyons, Georgia, has served as a law clerk, 
attorney, municipal court judge, solicitor 
general and state court judge.
Lt. Col. William Hitchens (’94) has been 
named Lieutenant Colonel of the Georgia 
State Patrol and deputy commissioner of 
the Georgia Department of Public Safety. 
Prior to this appointment, he served as the 
South Adjutant of the Georgia State Patrol. 
The second-generation Georgia State Patrol 
trooper received a Bachelor of Science degree 
in middle grades education from Georgia 
Southern University.
Rajonia A. Roberts (’97) of Atlanta was 
appointed program integrity branch chief 
for the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance 
Program (SNAP) with the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture Food and Nutrition Services 
Southeast Regional Office. In that role, she 
provides direction and leadership to SNAP 
staff responsible for quality control reviews, 
employment and training program and SNAP 
policy oversight.
Yolanda Stephen (’99) has been named 
the Vice President of Diversity Engagement 
for the National School Public Relations 
Association (NSPRA) Board of Directors. In 
addition, she was recognized as a NSPRA 
2020 Front-Runner during the annual 
conference which was held virtually this 
summer. Stephen is currently director of 
public relations for the Troup County School 
System in Georgia. 
Woodley Nelson (’99) recently joined 
Anne Pappas Interiors and Abode Fine Home 
Staging in Savannah as a project manager.
Kate Channell ('01,'03) has been named 
assistant dean of the James M. Hull College of 
Business at Augusta University. The Augusta, 
Georgia, native will lead the college’s external 
affairs efforts, including recruitment and 
alumni relations and boost relationships with 
the business community that could lead to 
student internships and job opportunities.
Hunter Chadwick (’01,’09) accepted 
the position as Head of School at Calvary 
Day School in Savannah. Prior to this 
appointment, he served as athletic director 
of Fellowship Christian School, curriculum 
coordinator at Savannah Christian 
Preparatory School and was a teacher at 
both Bradwell Institute and Benedictine 
Military School.
Ross Cannon (’06) has been named 
partner in the entrepreneurial services 
practice of Mauldin & Jenkins, a CPA and 
advisory firm in Atlanta. He specializes in 
providing attestation services for a wide 
range of industries, including not-for-profit 
organizations, health care entities, affordable 
housing, higher education, employee benefit 
plans and middle market businesses. 
Lt. Col. Chris Wright (’07) has been 
named commissioner of the Georgia 
Department of Public Safety and Colonel of 
the Georgia State Patrol. He previously served 
as deputy commissioner and director of field 
operations. The first-generation scholar holds 
a Bachelor of Science degree in justice studies 
from Georgia Southern University. 
Brian Prevatt (’07,’09) was recently 
named a "Future Leader of Convenience" by 
leading industry publication "Convenience 
Store News". This honor celebrates the next 
generation of convenience industry leaders 
and provides a forum for talented young 
professionals to develop their leadership skills. 
Brandon Smith (’08) has been named 
partner in the Atlanta office of Mauldin & 
Jenkins, a CPA and advisory firm. He works 
with organizations throughout the Southeast 
to help deliver a blend of capacity building, 
management consulting and traditional 
accounting services.
If you have reached a significant 
milestone in your life that you would 
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As part of Eagle Nation, we hope you’ll keep in touch, engage and 
network with other alumni online and at events. Keep your information 
up to date so we can celebrate your future achievements. Visit 
GeorgiaSouthern.edu/alumni/InfoUpdate or scan the QR code to 
update your information and get notifi cations about events near you.
Welcome to the 
Alumni Association!




Georgia Southern University 
Alumni Network
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1906 SCHOLAR
PRESERVING THE  
COASTAL PLAIN
Undergraduate Tapped as  
Acting Curator for Herbarium
In her freshman year, Andrea Appleton jumped at the chance to 
work as a curatorial assistant in the Statesboro Campus herbarium. 
Two years later when the curator’s position opened, she stepped into 
the role of acting curator of the third largest collection of dried plant 
specimens in Georgia. It’s rare for an undergraduate to be granted such 
an extraordinary opportunity.
“Herbaria are brilliant scientific tools, but they also house a lot of 
beauty and potential inspiration for art and for life, which is perhaps 
unexpected since they consist solely of nonliving plants,” Appleton 
said. “I am constantly overwhelmed by the beauty and sheer amount 
of biodiversity contained in the collections, but my absolute favorite 
part of working there is when visitors are equally excited. Plants are 
oen overlooked, so it is really special when visitors come in for a tour 
or class assignment somewhat indifferent about them and leave with a 
new appreciation for plant diversity and prevalence.”
1906 SCHOLAR
Raised in Brooklet, Georgia, the senior is a biology major, a University 
Honors Program student and a recipient of the 1906 Scholars 
Scholarship. The 1906 Scholarship, which is funded by several Georgia 
Southern donors, supports about 40 honors students each year and 
covers the full cost of tuition for four years. Receiving the scholarship 
allowed Appleton to remain home near friends and family.
“I am a first-generation student, and the 1906 Scholarship is the 
sole reason that I am able to attend college,” said Appleton. “I am so 
thankful to be part of such a supportive program and be trusted with 
such a wonderful opportunity.
Appleton is also a recipient of the Goldwater Scholarship, the most 
prestigious undergraduate award for STEM majors who demonstrate 
outstanding potential to do research. She studies the evolution and 
development of staminodes, which are stamens (the pollen-producing 
parts of flowers) that have lost the ability to produce pollen. The 
herbarium, housed in the Biological Sciences Building, contains nearly 
50,000 processed plant specimens and a backlog of specimens that are 
in the herbarium’s possession but have not been incorporated into the 
collection. As the acting curator, Appleton handles a variety of tasks.
HER RESPONSIBILITIES AS  
ACTING CURATOR
“Each day can be a bit different, but some of our big goals are to preserve 
the integrity of the collection and to process and integrate the rest of our 
backlogged specimens,” Appleton said. “The last couple of semesters have 
involved a lot of general maintenance (like freezing specimens to deter 
pests), identifying backlogged specimens and updating nomenclature – 
plant taxonomy is constantly updated as new systematic discoveries are 
made, and we aim to stay as current as possible.”
Established in 1955, the herbarium focuses mainly on plants from 
Georgia’s Coastal Plain region.
“There are approximately 400,000 total described species of plants 
on Earth.” Appleton said. “Not all of them are represented in our 
herbarium, but it does contain a considerable number of Georgia-native 
species across many families, including rare or endangered species, like 
pitcher plants and some orchids. All kinds of different plants, from the 
tiniest moss, to the most intricate flowering plant, are included.
The botanist-in-training said she will use her experience in the 
herbarium to continue her education aer she graduates from Georgia 
Southern in May.
“Largely through working in the herbarium, I have fallen in love 
with floral diversity,” she said. “Aer graduating, I will pursue a Ph.D. 
with the intent to develop a research program that explores the 
causes and mechanisms of floral evolution and diversification as a 
university professor.”
The 1906 Scholar said she is grateful for the support of the Honors 
Program, the biology department and many professors and advisors. 
Steven Engel, Ph.D., director of the University Honors Program 
considers her a model student.
“Andrea has a reserved and quiet personality but that doesn’t make her 
any less of a leader,” Engel said. “Through her research and work with the 
Herbarium (and in dozens of other ways), she has made a lasting impact 
on the Georgia Southern community during her time here. I know she will 
continue to make us proud aer she graduates this year.” 
—SANDRA BENNETT
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Georgia Southern sophomore Sidney Hopper has a keen ability to 
focus. She is an Honors Program scholar, an ROTC student and a 
biochemistry major with a 3.92 GPA. Additionally, she is pursuing a 
double minor in military science and in Arabic – one of the hardest 
languages for anyone to learn. A recipient of the Ben Waller/Kiwanis 
Club of Statesboro Scholarship, Hopper’s goal is to become a doctor 
in the U.S. Army.
“I love the Army so far and the ROTC program,” she said.  “I think 
I'll be really happy with the Army. I like what it stands for and I like 
being a part of a team. I think I will also like helping our soldiers and 
helping others in different countries.”
She says the Ben Waller/Kiwanis Club of Statesboro Scholarship 
couldn’t have come at a better time to help her reach her educational 
and career goals.
“The scholarship means I can do more things while I am in school 
like study abroad,” she said. “I'm really looking forward to hopefully 
studying abroad in Morocco and Romania and getting involved in 
other activities like I did with Phi Delta Epsilon, which is a medical 
fraternity, and the Beta Beta Beta Biological Honor Society. The 
funds will definitely help with things like that.” 
Hopper is from Oneonta, Alabama, a small town on the outskirts 
of Birmingham. She finished high school in Savannah and heard a 
lot about Georgia Southern from her sister Claudia, a senior, who is 
majoring in international studies and Arabic.
“I'd come up and visit and I really liked how homey and 
comfortable it felt,” she said. “Everything was really personal. But 
the ROTC and the Honors programs are probably the two main 
things that made me come to Georgia Southern because of the 
opportunities both offered.”
Organic chemistry, Arabic and the ROTC curriculum are among 
her Hopper’s favorite classes. This fall, Hopper helped coordinate 
two Basic Life Support (BLS) classes to help 36 cadets get certified 
over a two-week span. She and her fellow cadet Michelle Phantja 
enlisted several EMTs to teach the BLS class to the cadets at the 
Military Science Building. She said getting involved in various ROTC 
activities is very fulfilling.
“I like that it has different courses that help develop us into leaders,” 
she said.  “I like the classes that we have, the labs that we go to where 
what they taught us in class is then put into action. I also like that it 
helps us stay regular students as well so we can still focus on our actual 
degree and still be a student and get involved in other activities around 
campus. We're getting a lot of different training, different areas.” 
In her major, she is participating  in undergraduate research with 
Biochemistry Professor Michele McGibony, Ph.D.  McGibony is 
conducting research into photodynamic therapy agents that, when 
exposed to a specific wavelength of light, can produce reactive 
oxygen species that would then target and attack tumor cells. 
Away from campus, Hopper is involved in a church group and she 
volunteers  for Habitat for Humanity. The scholarship recipient  said 
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A LEGACY OF 
SERVICE
Jack Hill Scholarship 
Fund Honors Public 
Servant
A scholarship fund has been established 
to honor the late State Senator Jack Hill, a 
distinguished Georgia Southern University 
alumnus and revered public servant who 
served 30 years in the Georgia Legislature. 
“Southeast Georgia and our Georgia 
Southern community lost a tremendous 
servant leader — Senator Jack Hill,” said 
President Kyle Marrero. “He was a staunch 
supporter of the University, and to many of 
us he was also a friend and wise counsel.”
With Hill’s support, Georgia Southern 
reached new heights as an institution 
serving the southeast region and the state 
of Georgia. Hill was instrumental in helping 
the University expand its programs and 
build several new state-of-the-art facilities, 
including the Engineering and Research 
Building, which will open for classes January 
2021. In all, he helped Georgia Southern 
procure more than $200 million in state 
capitol funding. 
“Senator Hill understood the 
transformative power a trained workforce 
can have for a region, and Georgia Southern 
will continue his vision as we focus on 
student success and as we prepare the next 
generation of leaders to impact southeast 
Georgia,” said Marrero. “This scholarship will 
continue his support of the Fourth District 
to whom he dedicated his political efforts 
and the greater part of his life, and will help 
students in the district achieve academic 
success at Georgia Southern.”
Hill’s family members say he was 
dedicated to his district, and to his 
hometown of Reidsville, Georgia, where he 
owned and operated a local grocery store 
for more than 30 years. He was a beloved 
member of the community, known for being 
a good man and for doing the right thing. 
His passion for community service led him 
into politics, where he felt he could make a 
difference.
The late Senator’s family members also say 
education was a foundational part of Hill’s 
life, and all three of his children went on to 
graduate from Georgia Southern. Hill’s wife 
of 48 years, Ruth Ann, was an educator her 
entire career — first as a teacher and later as 
principal of Reidsville Elementary School. 
He always pushed the fact that education is 
the key to growing both professionally and 
personally.
Recipients of the scholarship should be 
incoming freshmen from Bulloch, Candler, 
Effingham, Emanuel, Evans, Screven or 
Tattnall counties, and will be selected by a 
committee within the Office of Admissions 
and the Georgia Southern University 
Foundation. 
Contributions to the scholarship fund 
can be made at GeorgiaSouthern.edu/
JackHillScholarship.
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1950s
Joanne Dewberry 
Mackey (’54) of 
Savannah passed 
away Aug. 20, 2018. 
She retired from a 
successful sales career 
with an advertising and 
publishing company.
Elizabeth Hartley 
Watkins (’53) passed 
away at home in Griffin, 
Georgia, Nov. 18, 2019. 
The retired educator of 
37 years was involved 
in many civic groups in 
Griffin and was inducted 
into the Griffin-Spalding 
Educator Hall of Fame 
in 2014.
Kermit Hutcheson, 
Ph.D., (’53), a University 
of Georgia professor 
emeritus, passed 
away Feb. 2, 2020, 
in Jefferson, Georgia. 
The U.S. Army veteran 
served a tour of duty in 
Occupied Japan and 
was recalled to active 
duty during the Korean 
Conflict. He was a 
professor in the statistics 
department at UGA.
Mary Alice Taff Greene 
(‘59) of Marietta, 
Georgia, died at home 
May 6, 2020. She 
was a retired teacher 
in Georgia’s Paulding 
County school system.
Frank “Sonny” 
Clements (’52), the 
patriarch of Columbus 
State University 
athletics, died at home 
June 9, 2020. Clements 
was the institution's first 
head men's basketball 
coach and served 24 
years as the athletics 
director from 1959-
1983. Clements was 
a two-sport standout 
at Georgia Southern 
in baseball and 
basketball. A member 
of the 1,000-point club, 
Clements was inducted 
into the Georgia 
Southern Hall of Fame 
in 1959.
Francis Smith Jr. (’55) 
of Thomson, Georgia, 
passed away at home 
June 15, 2020. The 
U.S. Air Force veteran 
retired from BellSouth 
as an engineer. The 
alumnus was very active 
in the reunions for the 
1950s/1960s group and 
homecoming events.
Gene Roberts Jr. (’54) 
of Hoschton, Georgia, 
passed away June 16, 
2020, aer a battle with 
Alzheimer's disease. He 
served five years in the 
U.S. Air Force during 
the Korean War era. He 
moved to Atlanta and 
retired from a job with 
the federal government 
aer 40 years of service.
Mildred Ryals Nowell 
(’55) of College Park, 
Florida, passed away 
July 13, 2020. She 
taught school for 18 
years in Orlando and 
was active in the PTA.
Syble Coley Denney 
(’59) formerly of 
Cochran, Georgia, 
passed away at home in 
Bonaire, Georgia, July 
15, 2020. She was a 
retired educator.
June Watts Glenn (’58) 
of Athens, Georgia, 
passed away July 
16, 2020, in hospice 
care in Asheville, 
North Carolina. She is 
remembered for her 
many years of church 
service including 
heading up several 
church missions.
James (Jim) Fulford 
(‘56,’62) of LaGrange, 
Georgia, passed away 
July 21, 2020, in 
hospice care. He served 
in the U.S. Army, and 
was employed as a 
teacher and assistant 
principal in LaGrange 
schools for 32 years.
Lora Beth Bartles 
(’52) of Evans, Georgia, 
passed away Aug. 4, 
2020. She retired as 
a teacher from Evans 
High School. She 
was a member of the 
Columbia County 
Retired Teachers 
Association and Fidelis 
Theta Sorority.
Martha LeGrand Kabler 
Stewart (’53) of Augusta, 
Georgia, passed away 
Aug. 14, 2020. An 
English and literature 
teacher, she retired from 
the Richmond County 
School System aer 36 
years of service. She 
was the first woman to 
serve as president of the 
Augusta Choral Society 
and she was a charter 
member of the Augusta 
Opera Association.
Rose Marie Haley 
DeAngelis (‘59) of 
Athens, Georgia, died 
Sept. 11, 2020. She was 
a retired elementary 
school teacher.
Charles Taylor (‘50) of 
Gotha, Florida, passed 
away Oct. 8, 2020, 
at age 89. Woodlawn 
Memorial Park and 
Funeral handled his 
funeral arrangements.
Leila Marchman 
Smith Fulford (‘56) 
of LaGrange, Georgia, 
passed away at home 
Oct. 13, 2020, a few 
months aer the death 
of her husband, Jim. 
She was one of the 
first female business 
instructors at Troup 
County Technical 
College before working 
for The Callaway 
Foundation, where she 
retired aer 32 years of 
service.
1960s
Maynard Lloyd Reid 
Jr. (’66,’69) died Feb. 
21, 2020, at Emanuel 
Medical Center in 
Swainsboro, Georgia. 
He served in the U.S. 
Army during the Korean 
War and later joined the 
faculty of the education 
department at LaGrange 
College, where he 
retired as chair aer 
more than 20 years of 
service.
James Carlisle (’69) of 
Aiken, South Carolina, 
died April 2, 2020, 
aer a brave battle with 
Parkinson's disease. 
The U.S. Army veteran 
served in Vietnam. 
He retired aer 33 
years from the state of 
South Carolina as area 
supervisor of Vocational 
Rehabilitation, Aiken. 
Allen Steve May Jr. 
(’64) of Stone Mountain, 
Georgia, died July 
22, 2020. During his 
professional life he 
worked for several 
companies in Atlanta 
and retired as a senior 
financial aid consultant 
with the Georgia 
Student Finance 
Commission.
Joe Brannen Sr. (’61) of 
Statesboro died June 
2, 2020, at a hospital 
in Savannah. He had 
a career in consumer 
finance. He opened the 
Statesboro Commercial 
Credit branch office 
in 1966 and served 
as branch manager 
until his retirement 
in 2006. He served 
the City of Statesboro 
as a three-term city 
council member and 
was elected mayor in 
2010. He was a charter 
member of the Bulloch 
Lions Club, a member 
of the Statesboro Rotary 
Club and a supporter 
of Georgia Southern 
University's “A Day for 
Southern” fundraiser.
Jerry Garrard (’69) 
passed away June 12, 
2020, at his home in 
Jacksonville, Florida. He 
had suffered with PLS, 
a rare neuromuscular 
disease, for several 
months. He was a pastor 
for over 40 years.
James Willey (’69) 
of Lakeland, Florida, 
passed away of 
cardiovascular disease 
June 15, 2020. He 
worked for more than 25 
years in the commercial 
and residential building 
industry, primarily with 
Joyner Lumber.
Charles George Horel 
Jr. (’69) 82, passed 
away June 29, 2020, 
at Community Hospice 
in Vidalia, Georgia. 
He taught elementary 
school in Savannah 
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and Port Wentworth, 
Georgia, for several 
years and retired from 
the Chatham County 
Health Department 
as the community 
epidemiologist.
Robert Woodrow 
Wilson Sr. (’62) of 
Richmond Hill, Georgia, 
passed away July 7, 
2020. He retired from 
Georgia Regional 
Hospital and had a 
second career in new 
home sales.
Stacy Wells Jr. (’61) of 
Easley, South Carolina, 
was surrounded by 
family when he died 
July 11, 2020. He taught 
English and French for 
several decades before 
retiring from Forest Park 
Senior High School near 
Atlanta.
Laura Bell Lohr (’61) 
of Buckhead, Georgia, 
died July 13, 2020, 
from injuries suffered 
in a car accident in 
Colorado. She and her 
husband grew dryland 
wheat on their Colorado 
farm before buying 
her parents’ farm in 
Buckhead where they 
raised beef cattle and 
broiler chickens.
Lynn Anderson Mertins 
(’68) of Augusta, 
Georgia, passed away 
July 21, 2020. The 
dedicated educator 
retired as a library 
media specialist at 
Lakeside High.
Dianne Fallen Avret 
(‘68) died Aug. 2, 2020, 
at her home in Lyons, 
Georgia. She was a 
retired elementary 
school teacher.
Dennis Alan Folker 
(’69,’84,’89) of Guyton, 
Georgia, passed away 
Aug. 6, 2020, at his 
residence. He was a 
retired high school 
science teacher. 
George Watson (’66) of 
Pleasureville, Kentucky, 
was surrounded by 
family when he passed 
away Aug. 6, 2020. A 
dedicated fan of high 
school basketball, he 
began his career in the 
trucking industry and 
later retired from the 
Oldham County Road 
Department.
Robert Davis (’66), 
a lifelong resident 
of Appling County, 
Georgia, died Aug. 15, 
2020, at the hospital 
in Metter, Georgia. His 
career in education 
included stints as a 
teacher, guidance 
counselor, Title 1 
coordinator, assistant 
principal and principal 
before retiring in 2004.
Robert Lott (’64) of 
Macon, Georgia, died 
Aug. 20, 2020, at age 
91. He served in the 
U.S. Army during the 
Korean War and had 
a career in education 
as a teacher, coach, 
counselor, principal and 
director of counseling 
for Bibb County 
Schools. Aer retiring, 
he worked for 14 years 
in the Bibb County 
Sheriff's office. In 1955, 
he became pastor of 
Bethany Baptist Church 
in Washington County, 
where he remained as a 
bivocational pastor for 
36 years.
Mariben Mikell 
Thompson (’62) of 
Guyton, Georgia, 
passed away Sept. 3, 
2020, at The Gardens 
at Southern Manor 
in Statesboro. She 
was the third Mikell 
sister to graduate from 
Georgia Southern. She 
retired as an educator 
in the Effingham 
County School System, 
then managed a pay 
telephone enterprise, 
and served as a local 
bank director. 
Vivian Mercer Brown 
(‘66) of Metter, Georgia, 
passed away Oct. 8, in a 
Savannah hospital. She 
spent the majority of her 
35-year career teaching 
second and third grades 
in Metter where she was 
recognized as Teacher of 
the Year.
George R. Akins Jr. (‘66) 
died at his home in Boca 
Raton, Florida, Oct. 
14, 2020, at age 80. 
He had a 50-plus year 
career in the furniture 
industry and a passion 
for sports, motorcycles 
and fast cars.
1970s
Mary Margaret Allgood 
Parker (’74) of Augusta, 
Georgia, died Oct. 4, 
2019. She held teaching 
positions for several 
years in different school 
districts before retiring 
to focus on her family.
Patricia Cook Bullard 
(’70) of Albany, Georgia, 
passed away Jan. 
4, 2020. She was a 
second-grade teacher in 
the Dougherty County 
Public School System 
for 30 years. 
Carol Godbee Crosby 
(’79,’85), a lifelong 
resident of Bulloch 
County Georgia, died 
in hospice care May 2, 
2020. She taught for 
25 years in the Bulloch 
County School System 
at Nevils and Brooklet 
Elementary schools. 
She was a longtime 
supporter of the Georgia 
Southern football and 
basketball teams.
Stanley Terrell (’77) of 
Colbert, Georgia, passed 
away May 5, 2020. He 
served four years in the 
U.S. Navy, was a licensed 
pilot and had a career in 
the paper mill industry.
Patricia "Patti" Page 
Newman (’75,’77,’84) of 
Ellabell, Georgia, died 
at home May 8, 2020. 
She was employed 
by the Bryan County 
Board of Education for 
39 years and served as 
the principal at Lanier 
Primary School for 
many years.
William “Big Bill” 
Williams (’74) of 
Metter, Georgia, 
passed away May 11, 
2020, at Candler 
County Hospital. He 
retired as a deputy for 
the Candler County 
Sheriff’s Department 
following 35 years in law 
enforcement.
James Thompson 
(’74) of Spartanburg, 
South Carolina, passed 
away May 26, 2020, 
following a brief illness. 
During his career, he 
worked for the Emory 
Police Department at 
Emory University, the 
campus security team at 
Spartanburg Methodist 
College and worked 
as a hospital transport 
driver for Spartanburg 
Regional Hospital.
James "Jimmy" Aldred 
(’70) of Brooklet, 
Georgia, died June 
18, 2020, at his home 
under hospice care. 
He served in the U.S. 
National Guard and 
worked for many years 
with Hallmark Cards.
Ronald Thomas Gay 
(’75) of Ludowici, 
Georgia, died June 26, 
2020, at his home under 
hospice care. He retired 
from the City of Jesup 
and was later a sales 
representative for a life 
insurance company.
Isolde Lohnert Smeak 
(’79) of Augusta, 
Georgia, passed away 
July 13, 2020. She was 
a licensed professional 
counselor and special 
education behavioral 
consultant.
Royce Sizemore (’73,’76) 
died July 14, 2020 at 
age 83 in Valdosta, 
Georgia. He served four 
years in the U.S. Navy as 
an aviation electronics 
technician and enjoyed 
a 25-year career at 
Georgia Natural Gas as 
a salesman and manager.
Carol Wrye Canady 
(’74) of Macon, Georgia, 
died July 15, 2020, 
aer a battle with 
breast cancer. She was a 
teacher for 30 years in 
the Bibb County public 
school system.
Susan Beck-Milton 
(’71) of Tion, Georgia, 
passed away at home 
July 25, 2020. During 
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her teaching career, she 
served as choral director 
at the high school and 
middle school levels 
in Ti County before 
retiring from teaching 
at Crisp County High. 
Her choirs performed 
at four Georgia Music 
Educators Association 
State Conventions, 
the American Choral 
Directors Association 
Georgia State 
Convention, and many 
choral festivals where 
her choirs received 
numerous trophies 
and awards.
Stanley Floyd Faison 
(‘71) died July 30, 
2020, at his home 
near Moultrie, Georgia. 
He was 82.
Richard E. Salerno (’77) 
of Pinehurst, North 
Carolina, passed away 
Aug. 1, 2020, at age 68. 
He worked as a hospital 
administrator in several 
cities including Augusta, 
Georgia; Charlotte, 
North Carolina; Austin, 
Texas; and Nashville.
James Williams (’71) 
of Snellville, Georgia, 
passed away Aug. 2, 
2020. He graduated 
with a degree in 
accounting and soon 
earned his CPA. In 
retirement, he and his 
wife enjoyed traveling.
Martha Henry Butts 
(’72,’74) of Beech Island, 
South Carolina, died 
peacefully Aug. 9, 2020, 
aer battling several 
health conditions. She 
taught school for 37 
years, most of those 
years at North Augusta 
High School.
Mary Caren Tisdel 
Buck (’70) of Savannah, 
passed away at home 
Aug.10, 2020, aer a 
long fight with breast 
cancer. She had a long 
teaching career and was 
an active participant 
in the Savannah Sport 
Fishing Club.
P. F. "Pete" Stutsman 
(’75) of Charleston, 
South Carolina, was 
surrounded by family 
when he died Aug. 
10, 2020. He had a 
lifelong career at Anson 
Construction Company. 
He always swore that he 
would never retire, and 
he kept that promise.
Rudolph Thomas (’71), 
formerly of Pierce 
County, Georgia, passed 
away Aug. 14, 2020, 
in Waycross, Georgia. 
He served two years in 
the U.S. Army and had 
a long career in the 
railroad industry.
Rosiland (Nan) Busby 
:’71) of Charleston, 
South Carolina, died 
Aug. 24, 2020. She had 
a career in education as 
a counselor and loved 
traveling in the U.S. 
and abroad.
Stanly (Stan) Cochran 
:‘76) died unexpectedly 
Sept. 5. 2020, at 
his home in Macon, 
Georgia. He retired from 
GEICO in 2018 aer a 
long career. 
William Bradberry Jr. 
(’72) of Sweetwater, 
Tennessee, passed 
away Sept. 10, 2020. 
He served in the U.S. 
Air Force and had 
a 41-year career at 
Vestal Manufacturing 
as a traffic manager, 
sales manager, general 
manager of sales and 
purchasing manager.
Barbara Bacon 
Creaser (‘72,’75) was 
surrounded by family 
when she passed 
away Sept. 17, 2020. 
The National Board 
Certified Teacher 
taught for 40 years in 
Chatham County public 
schools.
Charles Spann Jr. (‘74) 
of Savannah passed 
away Sept. 19, 2020. 
He had a career in 
education as a teacher, 
assistant principal and 
headmaster of Memorial 
Day School, Pinewood 
Christian Academy 
and as principal of 
Richmond Hill High.
Malcolm “Mal” White 
(‘75) of Metter, Georgia, 
passed away Sept. 21, 
2020. The educator 
served at Savannah 
Country Day for more 
than 30 years, as math 
department chair, 
dean of students and 
Upper School assistant 
principal. He served 20 
years as the varsity girls 
basketball coach and 
more than 30 years as 
the varsity golf coach.
Derrell Bargainnier (‘71) 
of Brunswick, Georgia, 
died at home Sept. 
27, 2020. He moved 
to south Georgia from 
the Atlanta area where 
he had a career in the 
insurance industry as a 
claim consultant and in 
risk management.
Jack McKinley (‘72) of 
Atlanta died peacefully 
Oct. 4, 2020. He was 
the great nephew of 
William McKinley, the 
25th president of the 
United States. He also 
served in the U.S. Army 
and was a high school 
history teacher for 
35 years.
Emma Hendrix Grimes 
(‘75,’98) of Statesboro 
died at home Oct. 
9, 2020. She was a 
former educator with 
the Bulloch County 
Board of Education 
and was a caseworker 
with the Open Door 
Adoption Agency.
Janis “Widget” 
Bennett Richards (‘76) 
of Marietta, Georgia, 
passed away Oct. 17, 
2020. An adapted 
physical education 
teacher, she was an 
advocate for people 
with disabilities and she 
lobbied for expanded 
Medicaid funding for 
residential opportunities 
outside of state 
institutions.
1980s
Dale Robinson (’80) 
passed away May 31, 
2020, at a hospital in 
Savannah. He retired 
from his career as an 
insurance adjuster in the 
Atlanta area.
Tina Wright Mitchell 
(’80) of Walterboro, 
South Carolina, passed 
away in hospice care 
June 25, 2020. She 
operated a daycare 
center until her 
retirement.
Lee Daniel Hill (’87) 
of Statesboro passed 
away Aug. 1, 2020. He 
served as the Statesboro 
boys basketball coach 
at Statesboro High for 
more than four decades 
and was the winningest 
active high school 
basketball coach in the 
state of Georgia.
Patricia Moody Mann 
(’83) of Alpharetta, 
Georgia, passed away 
Aug. 20, 2020. She was 
a high school history 
teacher for almost 30 
years. The first in her 
family to go to college, 
she acquired three 
degrees, visited six 
continents and dozens 
of countries, and 
positively impacted the 
lives of thousands of 
students and friends.
Margaret Hendrix (’87), 
formerly of Colonels 
Island, Georgia, passed 
away Aug. 24, 2020, 
following an intense 
battle with COVID-19. A 
musician and writer, she 
wrote human interest 
stories for several 
coastal newspapers for 
many years.
Roger Michael 
McKinney (‘85) of East 
Point, Georgia, was 
surrounded by family 
when he passed away 
Sept. 13, 2020. He was 
an educator, loving 
brother and friend.
Stan Stipe (‘88) passed 
away Sept. 27, 2020, at 
his home in Jacksonville, 
Florida, at age 54. The 
Eagle long snapper 
who wore jersey #56 
was oen described as 
the smallest Division I 
lineman in the country. 
He contributed to two 
back-to-back football 
national championships 
in 1985 and 1986. He 
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used his degree in 
building construction 
technology to open his 
own company building 
commercial buildings.
Patricia Konetzko 
Thompson (‘80) of 
Brunswick, Georgia, 
passed away Oct. 1, 
2020. She retired aer 
teaching first grade for 
30 years.
1990s
Heather Lyall (’91) 
of Statesboro passed 
away May 6, 2020. A 
talented artist, she was 
a volunteer for a local 
arts center and worked 
behind the scenes as 
a stage manager and 




Statesboro died May 20, 
2020, at a hospital in 
Savannah. Her career 
in the educational field 
included positions as a 
middle grade teacher, 
assistant principal and 




passed away June 8, 
2020, at home in Mt. 
Dora, Florida. A natural 
and gied teacher, she 
taught in the Diocese 
of Savannah school 
system for many years 
and spent the final 
years of her career as a 
guidance counselor in 
underserved schools in 
Savannah.
Donna Conner Bradley 
(’94) of Brooklet, 
Georgia, passed away 
June 20, 2020. She was 
a teacher at Pinewood 
Christian Academy in 
Bellville, Georgia, and 
worked for BB&T Bank 
for several years.
Rachel Elaine Clark 
Glenn (’92,’98) of 
Savannah died June 
24, 2020, while under 
hospital care. Aer 
fighting a long battle 
against cancer, Elaine 
officially retired from 
teaching in 2017.
Earl "Teddy" Theodore 
Wilson (’96) of 
Brunswick, Georgia, 
died at home July 25, 
2020. He worked at 
Georgia Pacific as an 
assistant operator III.
Betty Cassiday (’91) of 
Savannah lost her fight 
with cancer July 28, 
2020. She spent 34 
of her 35-year career 
teaching elementary 
and primary grades 
in Richmond Hill. She 
also started the gied 
education program for 
Bryan County in the 
early 1980s, and was 
honored with multiple 
teaching awards, 
including Bryan County 
Teacher of the Year in 
1985 and 2006.
Jennifer Lynn Csicsila 
(‘95) of Grayslake, 
Illinois, passed away 
July 30, 2020, at 
a hospital near her 
Chicago home. Her 
career in public service 
as a U.S. Customs 
federal agent allowed 
her to travel abroad and 
in the U.S., a passion 
she dearly loved.
Joseph "Joe" Savary 
II (’90) of Sarasota, 
Florida, passed away 
unexpectedly of heart 
failure Aug. 3, 2020. 
During his career, he 
worked in the hotel 
industry and for a 
soware and services 
provider.
2000s
Katlyn Vaughn (’16) 
passed away May 21, 
2020, in Savannah. Kate 
was a case specialist 
with Broughton Partners.
Jessica Lynne Johnson 
(’06) of Augusta, 
Georgia, passed away 
July 7, 2020. She 
worked as a social 
worker with patients 
at American Renal 
Associates.
Kyle Gregory (’19) 
passed away July 19, 
2020, following a rapid 
battle with COVID-19 
at a hospital in Warner 
Robins, Georgia. The 
former Eagle offensive 
lineman and electrical 
engineering major 
had recently been 
hired by Alion Science 
and Technology in 
Warner Robins. He 
was diagnosed with 
pneumonia and COVID 
and spent a week 
fighting both infections 
before dying from 
complications. He was 
just 24.
Fred "Tim" Bland 
(‘00) of Brooklet, 
Georgia, died Sept. 
18, 2020, at Augusta 
University Hospital. 
He was a Georgia 
registered forester and 
had recently earned 
his Georgia Appraisal 
License.
Shannon Formby 
Fillmore Gassen (‘00) 
of Savannah, died 
unexpectedly Oct. 1, 
2020. She had a career 
as a research and 
development petroleum 
chemist.
Roger Hewitt Finch (‘93) passed away May 2, 2020, at his home in Evans, 
Georgia. The former aircra mechanic created extraordinary sculpture that can 
be seen across the country in both public and private collections. As a student, 
he donated the 8-foot by 8-foot steel piece he created for his Master of Fine Arts 
exhibit to the Betty Foy Sanders Department of Art. "Square One" was installed 
on the north concourse of Allen E. Paulson Stadium in 2012. The two-ton 
sculpture consists of hundreds of pieces of welded steel, painted dark blue, with 
a negative space that forms the numeral "1." He died at age 79. 
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Patrick Welch (‘02,’05) 
of Richmond Hill, 
Georgia, died Oct. 7, 
2020, at St. Joseph’s 
Hospital. He loved to 
learn about education 
and seeking answers 
was always important 
to him. Certified to 
teach all subjects, he 
taught special education 
and coached football, 
wrestling and lacrosse 
at Richmond Hill 
Middle School.
  EAGLE NATION 
Assistant Professor 
Emerita Susan Jones 
Darrell (’60,’62) of 
Statesboro died May 
23, 2020, aer a 
sudden illness. She was 
a professor of home 
economics at Georgia 
Southern University and 
retired aer 27 years of 
service.
Professor Emeritus V. 
Edward Brown (‘59,’66) 
of Statesboro passed 
away at home June 
18, 2020, aer a short 
illness. The Double 
Eagle was a professor 
of adult and vocational 
education. He retired 
in 1995. He was also 
a member of the Air 
National Guard from 
1960 to 1968.
Timothy Pearson, a 
professor of accounting, 
passed away July 
28, 2020, due to 
complications of 
COVID-19. At the time of 
his death, Pearson was 
director of the School 
of Accountancy. He was 
an expert in forensic 
accounting and served 




and secured millions 
in grant funding. He 
also was dedicated to 
mentoring and advising 
young professionals as 
they began their careers.
Lorie Jean Roth, Ph.D., 
a former professor 
in the language and 
literature department 
on the Armstrong 
Campus passed away 
Aug. 18, 2020. She was 
a resident of Ohio at the 
time of her passing.
George Dale Lynch, 
Ph.D., former assistant 
dean of students, died 
at home in Statesboro 
Sept. 3, 2020. He retired 
from Georgia Southern 
in 2001 aer serving 33 
years. He was influential 
in the development 
of the recreational 
programs for student 
services at Georgia 
Southern, most notably 
in the completion of 
the first phase of the 
Recreational Activity 
Center. He spent 
27 years involved in 
recreational and high 
school sports, serving 
both as a high school 
coach and referee/
official. He served at the 
Statesboro Recreation 
Department for 10 years 
as coach of senior league 
baseball.
Professor Emerita 
Sara Neville Bennett 
(’64,’67) of Statesboro 
died Sept. 10, 2020, 
due to COVID-19. The 
sixth generation resident 
of Bulloch County 
was employed as an 
instructor of biology 
at Georgia Southern in 
1966, and was promoted 
to assistant professor 
in 1971, to associate 
professor in 1977, to 
professor in 1985 and 
she retired in 2004. 
She was an outstanding 
researcher and teacher 
but her forté was 
mentoring graduate 
students. She was the 
major professor for many 
graduate students, and 
she excelled at directing 
the coursework of pre-
medical and pre-dental 
students, successfully 
guiding them into the 




of Brooklet, Georgia, 
succumbed to a 
heart attack on Sept. 
20, 2020. Many of 
his students called 
him “Doc” and may 
remember how the 
College of Education 
professor advocated 
at both the state 
and national levels 
the importance of 
technology and 
engineering instruction. 
The avid runner was 
a member of the 
Statesboro Kiwanis 
Club and worked in the 
Pancake House during 
the fair mixing the 
pancake batter.
Sandra Akins Ellwood 
of Statesboro died in 
the hospital on Oct. 
13, 2020. The Bulloch 
County native was the 
executive administrator 
of the math/computer 
science department 
at Georgia Southern 
University. She retired 
aer 27 years of service. 
She was a recipient 
of the “Excellence of 
Merit” Award, one of 
the University’s highest 
honors for faculty 
and staff.
Professor Craig 
Henry Roell, Ph.D., 
of Statesboro died 
suddenly Nov. 11, 2020, 
aer a brief illness. He 
was a dedicated member 
of the Georgia Southern 
University Department 
of History faculty for 31 
years. He was named the 
Wells/Warren University 
Professor of the Year 
in 2002 and 2013, and 
he was awarded the 
College of Liberal Arts 
and Social Sciences 
Ruffin Cup in 2012. 
As a professor, he was 
known for his warmth 
and kindness to all, his 
love of his home state of 
Texas and his collection 
of cowboy boots.
Professor Howard 
“Les” Furr Jr., Ph.D., 
of Statesboro died 
Nov. 20, 2020, at 
East Georgia Regional 
Medical Center. He 
worked at three different 
universities throughout 
his career teaching 
hospitality, accounting 
and finance, hotel 
operations, marketing 
and sales and restaurant 
management. He 
finished his career 
at Georgia Southern, 
retiring in 2018. 
Professor Jeanette 
Rice Jenkins of north 
Georgia passed away 
Dec. 3, 2020. She was 
an associate professor of 
chemistry from 1990-
2005. Her intellect 
earned accolades in 
academics and her 
knowledge of chemistry 
kept her one step 
ahead of her doctors 
and nurses. In a career-
changing move, Jenkins 
and her husband, David, 
moved to the North 
Georgia mountains 
where they ran a luxury 
cabin rental business 
from 2005 to 2020.
Professor Andrew 
Berger suffered a 
sudden cardiac arrest 
and unexpected 
complications that 
claimed his life Dec. 
7, 2020. The writing 
and linguistics lecturer 
is remembered for his 
love of his family, his 
home state of Kentucky, 
all things musical, and 
his passion for teaching 
college writing. He is 
survived by his wife and 
two-year-old son.
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Georgia Southern celebrated 
Homecoming Week Nov. 2-7. 
Themed "Soaring ’20s," this 
homecoming found ways 
to celebrate despite the 
pandemic. The week was 
marked by socially distanced 
outdoor events, as well as a 
virtual homecoming parade, 
virtual paint parties and more. 
The Eagles capped off the 
week with a close win against 
Troy University, 20-13.
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The DOUBLE EAGLE Society is a joint initiative between the Jack N. 
Averitt College of Graduate Studies and the Georgia Southern University 
Alumni Association. This initiative was created to recognize our alumni 
who have earned two or more degrees — one undergraduate and one 
graduate or two graduate — from Georgia Southern.
Double Eagles enjoy:
• Career advancement opportunities that come with earning a 
graduate degree
• Recognition at commencement ceremonies 
• A recognition pin to display your achievement and loyalty
• Invitations to elite alumni networking and entertainment events
Become a double eagle when you earn a graduate 
degree from Georgia Southern University. Armstrong 
and Georgia Southern alumni are eligible. 
Apply now!
GeorgiaSouthern.edu/gradadmissions
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